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AGE1;DA ITEM 31 (cont.inued)

~uffering country. For eight years the Australian Government has joined with the

The meetinglfas called to order at 3.15 p.m.

Mr. WOOLCOTT (Australia): For eight years now the Assembly has been

intervention and of the continued presence of Soviet troops in that small and still

We have been listening to unconvincing .rationalizations of its original

urging the Soviet Union to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan. For eight years

(b) DRAFT RESOLUTION (A/42/L.16)

THE SITUATION IN AFGHANISTAN AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE: AND
SECURITY

PKB/ls

gre.at major ity of the Members of this Organization in expressing its concern at the

toll in human lives and the plight of those who have been forced to remain and of

those who have choeen to flee as refugees. This tragedy has continued for far too

long; it must be brought to an end. A fair and equitable political solution must

be found which will enable the proud people of Afghanistan to live in freedom and

dignity under a Government that they themselves choose. It is time for Soviet

troops to leave Afghanistan once and for all. Successive resolutions of this

Assembly haVe called for their immediate withdrawaL So far the Soviet authorities

have not respected the calls of this Assembly.

This Assembly has on a great many occasions rejected claims by the Soviet

Union that its troops entered Afghanistan at the invitation of the Government of

that country. The simple fact remains that Afghanistan wC's invaded so that a more

compliant r0gime could be installed in Kabul. The problems that continue to
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Soviet troopa in Afghanistan.

What t.ben have been the consequencea of the Soviet iJniontsrefuf,;·al so far to

~~l~ent the .resol:utions of this Assembly'? 1 can think of eight.

First, the Soviet Union, a permanent m<E\lQber of the Security Council, is

failing in it:s duty to play its part in maintaining international peace and

security.

Second, the Soviet Union, which is often quick to criticize others for allegCl!ld

failure to observe General Assembly resolutions, in this case refuses to recogni%El

the Assembly·s competence.

Third, the Soviet Union1a present emphasis on the need for a new system of

international peace and security is clouded by the failure of the Soviet Union

itself to respect a very basic element of the Charter: respect for sovereignty and

territorial integrity.

Fourth, the Soviet Union now finds itself ensnared in Afghanistan, where it

seems clear the major ity of the Afghan people have mounted an increasingly

effective and costly resistance.

Fifth, inside Afghanistan the Soviet Union has in the past attacked and bombed

the civilian population and has used methods which have provoked widespread

condemnation within the international community.

Sixth, while the Soviet Union remains in Afghanistan, Borne other small,

developing, non-aligned countries can hardly feel secure about their own immunity

from external intervention.

Seventh, in addition to its tragic consequences for the people of Afghanietan,

this conflict has been a major source of tension in the region and has aggravated
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(ME. Woolcott, Australia)

the level of mistrustbetw'eenthe Soviet Union and the Uni ted States, the lessening

of which is so important to the improved understanding between these two great

Powers which all of us wish to see.

~i9hth, A£ghanistan' s neighbours, Pakistan and Iran, have also had to endure Cl

severe burden in shelterin,g massive numbers of refugees who have chosen and

continue to choose to flee from the :situation which the Soviet Union has caused.

The way in Which Pakistan has shouldered the bulk of these responsibilities and the

role of humanitarian relief organizations, particularly the Office of the United

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in relieving thesufferings of the

Afghan refugees have been admirable. Australia has contributed considerable

hUTl1anitar lan and relief aid to the refugees and we shall continue to bear our share

of this burden.
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(Kt'. Wocloott, Australia)

':ftlg$ 6 ituation W~ hS'I7i&oUtl. ined is oerta in.1y d,epressin~.It is i:mportan t jI

not simply tA:> focus on.wha't has happened i:n the past. In situations of

and ten,sion diplo.Tiacy l\llUSt alwaya look ahead and hope. not back il'l

de'3pair. So it is the future which should now concern us most. How can the Unit~

help in restoring a cli:mate of international oonfidence which titlkes account

of the Soviet Union I s concerns aJ::x::Hlt its own security interest.·g in that region and

in which a lasting solution to the Afgnanis.tan problel1t can be achieved. This h

partly a matter of political will.

The climate of confidence can be created only i.f the Soviet Union. and all the

parties concerned, seeK earnestly a political solution in Afghanistan, Cl solution

whioh sees the withdrawal of Soviet forces and which permits thE) Afghan people to

exercise their fundamental right of having Cl government of their own choosing.

The Government of Australia has noted with interest Foreign

Minister Shevardnadze's recent statement to this Assembly, in which he expressed

the sincere desire to withdraw Soviet troops from Afghanistan as Boon as possible.

We welcome that declaration and urge the Soviet Union to establish an acceptable

timetable for the complete withdrawal of its forces.

We are aware, too. that the administration in Kabul has been speaking of a new

and more flexible approach and of recent changes in its own policies.

Mr. Shevardnadze also noted in his statement that the United Nations plays an

important role in seeking a peaceful solution in Afghanistan. Indeed, it does.

The Australian Government has continued to follow, with hope and interest, the

untiring efforts of the Secretary-General and his Personal Representative,

Mr. Diego Cordovez, in seeking to facilitate a settlement of this SEldouf!I problem.

His efforts have earned Australia's support and commendation.
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(Mr. Woolcott, Australia)

We have been interested to read in the Secretary-Generalfs report on the york

of the Organization, that in relation to Afghanistan, significant progress has been

made in negotiations to find such a settlement and that these efforts have reached

an advanced state. We agree with the Secretary-t;eneral's assessment that a

neutral, independent and non-aligned Afghanistan, under a government in which the

voices of all Afghans should be heard, will yield great benefits to all. The

Australian Government wishes the Secretary-General well in his continuing

endeavours.

No delegation would be happier than mine to see the removal of this item from

the General Assembly's agenda.

Australia believes important changes are under way in the Soviet Union which

have opened up new opportunities to reduce international tensions.

We have ourselves sought in recent years to improve our relations and broaden

the biilse of our contacts with the Soviet Union. This desirable process would

naturally be accelerated by real movement in the near future on the part of the

Soviet Union towards a lasting political settlement in Afghanistan. The

international community will continue to watch Soviet actions in Afghanistan in the

hope that its actions in the very near future will give substance to these hopes.

In the meantime, the General Assembly should continue to react to what remains

a violation of basic Charter principles and the abdication by a great Power of its

special responsibilities to the international community.

The General Assembly has a responsibility to reiterate to the Soviet Union its

accountability to the international community for its actions. Australia will,

th@rlllfore, vote in favour of the draft resolution before us, as it stands in

A/42/L,l6, in the sincere hope that the Soviet Union will in fuhevery near' future
/

comply with the moral force of the Assembly's actions.
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Mr .. BELONOOOV (Onion 0·£ Soviet Social.ist Reip'ublics) (int.erpratation from

The Soviet delegation regretsoto say that. in spite of 5~eencom:a9ing

in the search for ways to a just settlemefit of the Afgl'uu'I probl'el'l, it has

not been resolved so far and thee Gen:eral Assembly has found itself once again

~f!l!brolled in ,a debate on this problem.

We strongly feel that the reason behind it is that 11 number of Statel'J Member6

of tbl'!! United Nations which have a direct or indirect bear iog on the armed

interference from outside in the internal affairs of Afghanistan have for the

eighth year now not only failed to show willingness to contribute to the solution

of the Afghan problem but on the contrary have been rnaking every attempt to exploit

the situation around and inside that country in their narrow selfish political

interests with a view to preserving an area of tension at the Soviet Union·s

southern border, cast aspersions on our policy in the context of Afghanistan and on

the positive processes that are under way in that country, and raise artificial

obstacles to the emerging relaxation of the overall international situation. Such

an approach, which has been manifest throughout these years in the debates on the

agenda item entitled "The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for

international peace and security", as well as in the relevant resolutions that have

been adopted so far, was not constructive, did not correspond to the actual

situation in Afghanistan itself and at the Afghan-Pakistani talks in Geneva, and

did not contain the elements of new thinking that are now beginning to emerge in

dealing with international affairs. Not that such an approach reflects in any way

the steps that were taken by the Soviet side towards resolving the Afghan problem.

Our delegation declares from this rostrum with full candour and rl!U~pon~ibility

that an early achievement of an Afghan settlement through f>@8ceful means itil one of

the top priority goals of the current efforts of the Soviet Union in the
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(Mr. Belonogov, USSR)

international arena. Our country is ready to do eve.rything it can to ensure that:

the Afghan knot is unravelled on a just and mutually acceptable basis and that

peace, tranquillity and constructive life at last become reality in Afghanistan.
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f;:1ir-·r·@,a:C'hing g~ls lIIlith respoot to that country a.nd do

it within the sphere of our olllln influenoe. Those

purs,uing any

intenti..::)l'l 'to h .. ' .....,rf,

in spreading fabrications about the USSR' Spuq:X:H:leS and intentionlll to

tbcJiteffect hl!lrdly oeliev'ethat themselves. It is our sincere desire to see

Afghanistan an indef?'endenttneutraljf non-aligned country and, naturally, friendly

to tbe Soviet Onion. And w'e clonal invest the notion 0·£ "friendly" with any

8pecial meaning. Afghanistan is our neighbour and our desire to maintain relations

of friendship and good-neighbourliness with it is quite understandable.

If any problem, particularly one so complex as that of Afghanistan, is to be

resolved, one must understand above all what lies behind it. Obviously, this is

essential, especially since, in the statements in the general debate by the

representatives of the United Statesjf Pakistan and sOlne other countries, attempts

were once again made to portray the matter as if this question arose as a result of

the sending of Soviet troops to Afghanistan. This was mentioned even in the early

stage of the general debate. We cannot possibly agree to such an interpretation

because it is absolutely not in keeping with the true facts. The origin of the

Afghan question - and this is well known - was not the sending of our military

contingent there, but the armed interference from outside, which began,

incidentally, long before our troops appeared in Afghanistan, and which led to the

destabilization of the situation inside the country and forced the Government of

the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan to turn to us for assistance. As for the

Soviet troops, we are not going to keep them long in Afghanistan, especially since

a political decision to withdraw our military contingent has already been made by

the Soviet leadership and will be implemented - on the unaerstanding I of com:llle,

that the interference from outside in the internal affairlll of Afghanistan i8 iHld~d.
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On that basis, the pu.rposes of an Afghan settlement, as we see it, should be,

first, to end the interference ana guarantee that it will not be renewed - which

will make 1 t possible to w1 thdr aw ou r troops i and, second, to give an opportunltlj!

to the "'fghan people themselves to normalize the situation in their country and

deal with all other internal Afghan affairs. In our view, it is possible to

achieve these external and internal goals, at the Afghanistan-Pakistan talks On a

political settlement which are carr ied out in Geneva with the assista.nce of the

Personal Representative of the Secretary-General, Mr. Diego Cordovez, and on the

basis of the current course towards national reconciliation being pursued in

Afghanistan. These are parallel, logically interlinked and mutually complementary

processes. All the efforts of the leadership of Afghanistan, which meet with the

full understanding and support of the Soviet Union, and not the Soviet Union alone,

are now focused precisely on promoting and advancing these processes.

The present situation in Afghanistan is shaped in many ways by the national

reconciliation pQ1icy that has been in effect there since the beginning of this

year. That policy is unquestionably the manifestation of political wisdom and

will, as well as the non-traditional approach of the Government of the Democratic

Republic of Afghanistan to the problems besetting its country. At the root of this

policy ia the desire to bring to an end the bloodshed inside the country, bring

peace to the land of Afghanistan and achieve national accord by promoting a broad

dialogue with the various opposition forces within and outside Afghanistan and

setting up a representative coalition Government. Furthermore, in the framework of

this policy the Afghan leadership has taken some bold and far-reaching practical

steps. Specifically, the cease-fire with regard to those armed groups of the

opposition that are not engaged in active hostilities has been extended by another
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~:tJ!l: ~(~h,JS' - t.r-oat :tart.o 15 Janucu:y l:988~ In ke~ping with this d~ision1t:.he at,~Cl

if(}£'C~'5 of the Republ,ic of.Afgb<:in.1st<:il1Jbeen inst.ructtliu to """'&'H'.""""''''''

their act.ion.s to protectin,gt.he State oorder.,and public and military

~.$OolctJng transport colWl}llB a.nd car.rying out; -ethEl! ElxClusi\fely derenliilive..~~.•~'~il<:mt:1l;'~

Activitiefil of ot.ber pclit.ioal partiellil in addition to th4!. ~eople's o~moo,t;~t~c

Party of Afghanistan (1'01'14.) h.ave been officially perll!l.1tted. Th@ proces0

legalizing tbe parties and groupa that previously operat&d in seoret or regi.!\j,t,edng

~ewpart.ies seeking national reconciliation has already begun. Under tht:!! law th~t

~s been passed, they will halle the right to joi.n the National Fath"u;land .';rpnt,

p'.JJt. up their candidates for electlonand print thl!d..! own publications.

Patriotically-minded Afghan clergy have already expressed their desire to establish

an Islamic party. The conditions also exist for tne emergence of Cl peasant party,

as well as of parties that reflect the interests of liberal circles altlOng the

national bourgeoisie.

A decree has been issued on a general amnesty applicable to all Afghans who

have been involved in the fight against the Government o.f the Democratic Republic

of Afghanis.tan, inclUding leaders and member El of anned groups. As of tOday more

tban 6,000 people have been released under this amnesty.

The idea of establishing a coalition Government, with a broad policy platform

unifying all those that advocate an end to the bloodshed and agree that Afghanimtan

should remain in the long run an independent, neutral and non-aligned State io

increasingly taking practical sha~. Recently an offer was made to the oppoli!lition

to fill about half the posts in a future coalition Government, inclUding those of

Prime Minister and Vice-President.

These practical steps by the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan cl@arly

and oblliously corroborate its statement that the Party does not cl<:iim a monopoly on
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(Mr. Be1onogov, USSR)

power in the country but is \IIi11i09 to share it with the opposition and accept any

reasonable compromises for the sake of safequarding the supreme interests of

Afghanistan. Indeed, the reconciliation process 1s already introducing even now

some substantial adjustments in the political system of the Afghan society, the

main ones being the establishment of a mUlti-party system and of a coalition

Government.

It cannot be said that the im~lementation of the national reconciliation

policy is proceeding smoothly. Some extremist counter-revolutionary groups have so

far rejected the proposals of the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan, while

conti.nuing to count on armed struggle. Such a position lacks any sense of reality.
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'f"he?oople ~'!:l i)enocra tic Par't"y o·f Afgh an is tan is the 1 MgE!st. pol i tic.al par ty ,

&Jo.~dil"larily difficdlt. ~aters."ed pe:tlod in its history. Refusal to llingage in

dialogue with the People's l);;l'lOcratic Party of Afgh<!mistan on the Gstablish~nt of

a future coalition GO'lernment only delays a peacefuL settlement I both inside and

i11round Afgh an is tan.

The ideas of national reconciliation and a coalition Government are; receiving

Ll1creasingly active support, not only among the population of the country, but alJl1;O

among numerous refugees, who have found themselves - for one reason or Motber 

outside Afghanistan, as ..... ell as among those opposition forces who valu(!! highly the

interests of their country and oppose the designs imposed u[X)n them with 1i view to

continuing the undeclared war against Afghanistan "to the last l'Ifghl'm".

Some 90,000 refugees have already returned to the country from camps in

Pakistan and Iran, in spite of numerous obstacles. Thirty thousand meTlbers of

armed groups of the opposition have laid down their arms and ceased hostilities

against the GOIlernment of the Denncratic RepUblic of Afghanistan. Over 100,000

members of their families have returned to a peaceful life with them.

In the meantime, the national reconciliation policy is bringing forth in

practice some elements of a truly coalition Government. In Afghanistan, this

process is developing from the local level up. There are now in the country

districts and prOllinces, which are headed by former leaders of armed opposition

groups, who have declared their readiness to co-operate with the authorities of the

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan to achieve national rl!wonciliation. Some 6,000

representatives of the opposition are actively particip&ting - on the bMh I!)[

equal rights with representatives of the People's ~mocratic Party of Afghanit§tl'lrk ~

in the work of village, community, district and provincial commissions Ear nationi31

r econcil ia tion.
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These positive processes are, hO'..re"er, encountering bitter resistance from

certain outside forces that .....ould like to see the events in Afghanistan develop in

accordance with their scenarios, rather than in accordance wi t.1-t the will of the

Afgh an people.

AltllOUgh the United States Mminisrz:ation officially declares its readiness to

cootribute to an Afghan settlement by peaceful means, those statements,

unfortunately, fail to be backed up by concrete actions', in fact, its actions

testify, rather, to the opposite. Those actions demonstrate the desire to continue

the policy aimed at a military solution to the problem and at slowing do..... n a

political ~ettlement by expandinq the scale of the undeclared war against

Afghanistan. It is no secret that United States military and financial assistance,

first, to the mast extremist groups of the Afghan counter-revolution, has been

st.<!!!adily increasing. During the period from 1980 to 1983, Washington annually

allocated an average of SIOO million in military assistance to Afghan rebels.

L.ater the United States Administration began to provide several hundred million

dollars liNery year for the Same purpose. In 1987, the amount of such assistance

has reached S670 million and, in 1988, it is expected to be more than Sl billion.

There is an impression that the United States Administration continues to rely

on interference in the intel:nal affairs of Afghanistan, using the territory of

Pak is tan as a apr ingboard fOI: carrying ou tits plans wi th regard to tha t coun try.

There has been stepped-up tl:aining in special camps on the territory of Pakistan,

with the help of foreign instructors, of groups of saboteurs and terrorists, who,

havirli;J received from their bosses and guardians the most advanced weapons, are then

infill:rated into Afghanistan, where they terrorize the innocent popUlation, fire at

populiltbH:l c@ntres and stage explosions and arson.
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which an~iSuppli€ld tathese groups, one cannot

ioger "mil Br it ish Blow-pipe l>lissiles. Indeed,

are being used in Afghanistan to shoot down civilian and

a'eroplanes. Ats aresuit, dQ~ens of passifi!ngars, inclI.HUng'Wom!2n and

, die. t.thbse OIfreedoll'l fighters" who are supplied with th<1! missilt:ls

epparently also consIder them to be a gOOd source of personal income. They sell

:sam,a of the United States <'lnd British missiles to any p.erson or group willing to

p.aycash. As a result, we witness Cl direct encouragement of international

berror ism. Sometime ag'o, Washington and London dismissed the reasona.ble warning

about the particular danger involved in making such missiles availabl~ to Afghan

extremist groups and their like. But, where is the guarantee that the StingtHS and

Blow-pipes, which are being sold clandestinely at Pakistani bazaars, ar€! not

already in the hands of international terrorists and that they will not be used

tomorrow against the civil aircraft of any country, including the United States and

Britain?

EVidently not everyone in this Hall is ready to acknowledge the unquestionable

truth that outside interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan continues,

and that, unless it is stopped and guarantees are provided that the interference

will not be resumed, it is impossible to discuss seriously a political settlement

of the situation around Afghanistan. But, after all, it is precisely in the spirit

of such an understanding that the Afghan-Pakistan talks are now being conducted

through the Personal Representative of the Secretary-General, talks that we believe

to be the most realistic path leading to a settlement. Therefore, the Soviet Union

actively supports the activities of the United Nations aloog these lio®lL It

greatly appreciates the efforts of Mr. Diego Cordovez, which are airned ,;1t giving Cl

continuous momentum to the talks, and is ready to assist his misBion in ~very way

possible. As is pointed out in the Secretary~General's report on agenda item 31,
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during his meeting with the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the

Communist Party of t.he Soviet Onion on 29 June 1987, Mikhail S. Gorbachev expressed

his

"atrong support for the United Nations diplomatic process". (A!42/600, para. 9)

We know that the talks are not proceeding .smoothly; nevertheless, substantial

progress has been made recently. It is emphasized in the same report that:

"The negotiating process towards the achievement of a comprehensive

settlement has reached an advanced stage. Substantial though not sufficiently

811stained progress has been made ••• in the efforts to conclude the

international instruments that will comprise the settlement." (A/42/600,

para. 2)
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for hope that in the near future the parties wUI achieve f lnal agreements

interrelationship of these processes W'ith the tiUH;:l-framd> for withdrlll.wing Soviet

troops from Afghanista.n.

We call on the participants in the Geneva negotiations, particularly the

Pak.istani side" to show good will and greater flexibility end to mak~ One more -

perhaps the laG t effort in order to translate the emerging agreement into reality.

We consider that the United Nations, as a universal international

Organization, could make a weighty contribution to an early settlement of the

Afghan problem by actively assisting in the Geneva negotiating process and by

creating an increasingly favourable political climate for bringing peace to and

normalizing the situation in and around Afghanistan.

For the last eight years the General Assembly has been adopting a draft

resolution - prepared by Pakistan in co-sponsorship with a group of countries - on

the agenda item entitled "The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for

international peace and security". The Soviet delegation, and delegations of a

number of other States, considering the draft resolution as biased, unconstructive

and one-sided, have voted all these years against the draft resolution. Its main

shortcoming is, in our view, that the call for the immediate withdrawal of the

foreign troops from Afghanistan, as contained in the draft resolution, is not

balanced with a call for scrupulous abstention from outside interference in the

internal affairs of that country. Furthermore, it appears to U!':I that the draft

resolution also fails to reflect such Cl positive development in the Afghan
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situation as the substantial progress that has been taking place at the Geneva

talks.

At the forty-second session of the General Assembly the Pakistani delegation,

regrettably, once again submitted without any changes its draft resolution on

Afghanistan which has become sort of" traditional". Our fundamental a ttitudeto

the draft resolution, as submitted, remains unchanged.

At the same time, a number of delegations from non-aligned States, aware o'f

the shortcomings in the draft resolution and desirous of contributing to the

speeding-up of the process of the peaceful settlement of the Afghan problem, have

expressed their willingness to introduce certain amendments. We support these

constructive efforts and view the new approach to the draft resolution as

positive. This approach makes it possible to avoid unnecessary confrontation at

this session and contributes to the ultimate goals of an Afghan settlement. The

lnclusion of Buch amendments would make it possible to balance the draft

resolution, make it acceptable also to those States that previously abstained or

opposed it and create real conditions for its adoption by consensus.

The Soviet delegation calls on the delegations of other countries to support

the amendments to the draft resolution submitted by Democratic Yemen and the Syrian

Arab Republic, thereby demonstrating realism, a constructive approach and good ~ill

towards the Afghan problem as a whole and towards ways of achieving its early

peacefUl settlement.

The question stands in the follOWing terms: Is Pakistan on this occasion

again striving to ensure that the General Assembly should again be split during the

voting on the draft resolution on Afghanistan, which would, of course, in no way

contribute to its implementation'? Or, on the contrary, would the delegation of

Pakistan and the other sponsoring delegations demonstrate an interest in giving thE;
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finl!ily in favour of the second possib.ilit~•..

a~ndments of Democratic Yemen and the Syrian Arab Republic are evidenoe of the

die-hard nature of the confrontational approach. Nevertheless. "H;! vent.ure to hope

that this is not the last word from the Pakistan dele<;Jlition and that efforts

towards mutual understanding and co-operation will be continued.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the USSR, Eduatd Shevardnad•• , in hi.

address before the forty-second session of the General Assembly, noted the

existence of a new encouraging trend in the Afghan settlement, one that is:

intervention.

Mr. BADAWI (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): Once again, for the

make it an irreversible process, and we expect that our willingness will meet with

in keeping with our sincere desire to withdraw Soviet forces from"

We are ready to contribute to the further development of this trend, 10 as to

The Afghani people has gone through exceedingly difficult and complex

Afghanistan as soon as possible, and in this we are meeting with the full

understanding of the Afghan leadership." (A!42/PV. g, 12. 18)

understanding and support from all other States.

people to exercise their absolute right to self-determination, free from outside

Afghanistan. Regrettably, in spite of all efforts made and positions stated by the

eighth time since January 1980, the General Assembly is considering the question of

Afghanistan remains without a satisfactory solution that would enable the Afghani

international community, as represented in the United Nations, the question of

Muslim people, a people with a centuries old civilization and hiotory.

circumstances as a result of foreign military intervention againrst that !H~roic
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This has not only led to the deterioration of the internal situation, the

eruption of armed conflicts and constant acts of violence but also compelled

millions of Afghans to leave their homes and flee to neighbouring sister

countries. All this has resulted in suffering, agony, displacement and destruction

such as was neVer before witnessed by the people of Afghanistan or its territory

and towns. This situation is not confined to the territory of Afghanistan but has

gone beyond it to encompass the territories and boundaries of another sister

Islamic country, whose circumstances have compelled it to be host to millions of

brother people. The trans-border incursions and the concomitant destruction of

many villages and towns in Pakistan have further complicated the situation and

created a new threat to international peace and security in that sensitive region

of West Asia.

Since this situation came into being Egypt has followed it with grave

concern. It has expressed from the outset its intention to stand by the Afghan

people in their legitimate struggle to bring about a satisfactory settlement of

the! r problems.

On another level Egypt has affirmed its support for the people of Pakistan as

they shoulder the burden of hospitality to the millions of Afghan brethren. My

country has made clear its unequivocal, firm position regarding the settlement,

declaring that it must take account of the following conditions: first, the need

for all international Powers, big and small alike, to respect the United Nations

Charter and not to resort to the use or threat of use of force in international

relations; s~condly, the need to respect the right of the Afghan people to choose

thlliir national path and form of government free from outside interference, acts of

violence and subversion; thirdly, the need for the withdrawal of foreign troops

from Afghanistan, the cessation of foreign armed intervention in the affairs of
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and :ooundarie:s of the oountrie:s neighbouring Afgh.anistall and not to

In less than two m<>n"ths the: deteriorating situati,on in Afghanistan will have

laated for eight years, during which period Jl~any resolutions callin<j for the

termination of this situation have been adopted. Nevertheless, none of thost\l:

resolutions has yet been implemented.

We have followed with great interest and apprec iat10n the efforts of the

Secretary-General and his Personal Representative, Mr. Diego Cordovez, to ensure

the implementation of these resolutions through proximity talks with the partiE!ls

directly concerned in the settlement of the question.

Despite the fact that the Secretary-Genera1's report (A/42/600), refers to the

achievement of some progress, we remain convinced that a decisive step towards thil!

speedy withdrawal of foreign troops from the territory of Afghanistan and

commitment to a time-frame agreed by all the parties concerned, would be the most

important elements in providing the objective conditions that would make it

possible for the people of Afghanistan to enjoy stability and tranquillity and lead

to the reconstruction of internal institutions by a national COnsensus of the

Afghan people.

Egypt reaffirms the importance of responding to the efforts of the

Secretary-General with a view to such a settlement, Egypt is also convinced of the

importance of the role we can all play, whether individually or in the framework of

the United Nations or other important groupings, such as the Non~Aligned Mov~m(1lnt,

the Organization of the Islamic Conference and regional organizations, to adva.nclJ!

towards that settlement.
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"'fords of truth and a sincere, honest opinion should offend nobody. As a

matter of fact, frank.ness is the measure of sincerity in relations among friends.

We therefore once again urge the termination of tois sad situation surrounding

Afghanistan so as to provide an opportunity for the peoples of the region to live

in peace and secur i ty, free from external interference. Such interference can only

impede the development and stability of those sister societies.

Mr. FERM (Sweden): When future historians wr ite the history of the 19HGs

the bitter and bloody war in Afghanistan will assume a prominent place. They ""ill

ask, as we do, what motivated a super-Power, with 280 million inhabitants and with

vast military capabilities, both conventional and nuclear, to invade a neighbour,

small, non-aligned, developing country, and subject its people to many years of

relentless, indiscriminate warfare. They will ask, as we do, how it was possible

that a permanent member of the Security Council felt free to motivate its invasion

by falsely pretending that it had been invited into the country by a legitimate

Afghan Government.

Many aspects of the war in Afghanistan remain hidden from us, but what is not

hidden is the ugly face of the war. The numbers of those killed and of those that

have had to flee their homes and their country are enormous. Perhaps as many as

one third of the Afghan population are now refugees, living in poverty and

insecurity.

Soviet troops have committed serious violations of international law and

humanitarian principles in their indiscriminate warfare against the Afghan people.

During the long course of the war we have seen regucb& Ut ~b~ I&~ ~~ ~~~~

bombardment, anti-per~onnel mines and so-called toy bombs, as well as the wilful
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from starvat.ion,as a result of poor he.alth CeU::€!' or as direct victifll.s of

in the Qountry. Some shocking estima.tes speak of millions ~ Many of

have survived have never seen the land of their parents. Wben wl11 they

able to return to their homeland? The children of Afghanistan aannot Spet;lK for

themselves. It is the duty of the international community to speak: for them, the

futt:u::.e generations of Afghanistan. *

*Mr. Salah (Jordan), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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The situation in Afghanistan has been on the agenda of the United Nations

since the Soviet invasion in late 1979, and rightly so. The invasion and the

continued pres,ence of Soviet troops constitute a flagrant violation of the United

l'lations Charter. This is particularly disturbing in view of the fact that

Soviet Union is a permanent member of the Security Council and as such is entrust.ed

with a special responsibility for upholding international peace and security. The

world has the right to expect a permanent member of the Secur i ty Council to live 'J'p

to its legal and moral obligations instead of violating the fundamental rules of

international relations.

'rhrough the years the General Assembly has stood firm On the issue. Evexy

year it has adopted - by an overwhelming major i ty - a resolution which contains/the

elements necessary for a peaceful and fair end to the conflict: that is, that all

foreign forces must be withdrawn from Afghanistan, that the right of the Afghan

people to determine their own form of government must be respected, that the

sovereignty and the territorial integrity of Afghanistan must be upheld, and that

the millions of Afghan refugees must be able to return to their homes in safety and

honour.

These elements also reflect the basic principles of the United Nations

Charter. It is on this basis that the Secretary-General and his Personal

Representative, Under-Secretary-General Cordovez, have undertaken efforts to

achieve a negotiated settlement of the conflict. They have the full support of my

Government in these endeavours. It is our hope that all the parties concerned will

actively facilitate these talks.

'rhe Swedish Government has, from the beg inning, repeatedly and categorically

condemned the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the aggression against the Afghan

people. We intend, this year as in the past, to support the draft resolution on
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We 00 so OUit of sol:tdadt.y with Afgh,anistan "md its people but also

b~a;l;l:se it is our deep oonviction that international affairs iIIlUst be conducted in

c9~pliance witb the United Nations c.'1arter and international law. Sweden is

a s~ll and peace-loving nation pursuing a policy of nElutralit.y, and we consider it

not only our right but also in our national interest to prot.es.t whenli!\l'er the rights

of a small nation are trampled by big Powers. In a widElr perspective, no country 

not even the big and powerful in our time - will gain from a situation in which the

rules of international law are replaced by the law of the jungle.

My Government has listened with interest to the new signals from 11011100101, which

have been interpreted by many Governments as a willingness to find a solution to

the conflict. But it is imperative that the words be translated into action by the

speedy withdrawal of the Soviet forces from Afghanistan.

During this tragic conflict the Swedish Government has firmly supportl5ld

various humanitarian activities carried out by the United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees and by non-governmental organizations to assist the victims of the

conflict. It should be noted in this connection that the neighbouring countries,

in particular Pakistan and Iran, have had to face a refugee problem of gigantic

proportions. They have done so with great generosity and at considerable sacrifice.

It is of paramount importance that international assistance to the victims of

the conflict be continued, in particular to the most vulnerable groups of the

Afghan people. Sweden will continue its support for these activities.

The last operative paragraph of the draft resolution before us requests that

this item, "The situation in Afghanistan", be discussed also at the next session of

the General Assembly. This we have decided now year after year. I cannot avoid

asking myself for how many more years this Assembly will have to di~CLltil~ the
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conflict. Ace the his to!" ians to wri te that the war continued into the 1990s'? It

is our fervent hope that this will not be the case. The responsibility for putti.f'tcg

an end to the wa!" lies primarily with the Soviet Union. Let nearly one decade of

suffer iog for t.l-Je Afghan people be enough.

~-ir. ENOREFi"Y CBungary): Since the last session of the General Asse!l1lbly

some favourable changes have taken place both in the general international

situation and in and around Afghanistan which might facilitate the attainment, at

long last, of a cOfnprehensive settlement of the issue before us. In the pr~sent

statement I need not dwell on the development of the international situation;

rather I should like to concentrate on the specifics as they affect the prospects

Eor a nego tia ted settlemen t.

In his report to the General Assembly last year the Secretary-General

emphasize:d that bold and decisive steps of national reconciliation would be needed

to ensure! that the settlement commanded the support of all segments of the Afghan

people. In this regard, I should like to refer to the changes that have taken

place in Afghanistan, particularly to the policy of national reconciliation of the

Government of the DefOClcratic Repuhlic of Afghanistan. In order to normalize the

situation, thousands of commigsions of national reconciliation have been set up all

over the territory of Afghanistan to negotiate with the opponents of the

Government. To create conditions more conducive to the process of normalization, a

unilateral cease-fire has been declared. The draft of a new constitution is being

debated. A law has been promulgated on the estahlishment and activities of

political parties.

'I'hese and other measures have contributed to a situation which, in our

understanding, provides Cl better basis than ever before for enabling the Afghan

people to live a normal, peaceful life.
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reached &'1 advanced stage. Substantial though not sufficiently sustaiol,1d

progr ess has been made .• " .. (1\/42/600! para. 2)

In the two rounds of talks held at Geneva from 25 February to 9 March and I

subsequently, from 7 to 10 September, the existing gap between the positions

concerning the time-frame for withdrawal was fuet.her reduced.

With respect to the Geneva talks, I should like to express my delegation's

appreciation of and support for the Secret.ary-General' 5 efforts. We should 1 ik.e to

see them continued with renewed vigour.

We express the hope that the decision of the General Assembly will reflect t"he

positive changes I referred to in the earlier part of my statement. We cannot

pretend that nothing has happened since last year, and we should be well advised to

avoid a situation in which we would again be required to vote on a one-sided draft

resolution, such as draft resolution A/42/L.l6, that divides the membership.
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Such a course of action would not serve any useful purpose and would certainly

not contribute to the attainment of our joint goal - a negotiated settlement.

Therefore, we would appeal to delegations to support the amendments introduced by

Democratic Yemen and the Syr ian Arah Republic in document A/42/L.19. The additions

proposed in that document are not directed against the interests of anyone; rather,

they would improve and halance the draft resolution and make it acceptable to all.

Mt. PEJIC (Yugoslavia): The situation in Afghanistan is one of those

auestions that represent a serious source of tension and confrontation in

international relations and hurden the overall situation in the world. This is one

of those trouhle spots where Cl political solution would certainly have far-reaching

positive effects on international peace and security.

Yugoslavia, like the entire international community, is following with

attention the diploma.tic efforts to find the way out of the existing situation. We

have noted that the directly interested parties are showing an increased readiness

to seek the basis for a political solution to this problem through dialogue and

negotiations within the United Nations. We consider that this should be done even

more resolutely and without hesi tatioo.

In this context, we have also noted the assessment in the report of the

Secretary-General that

"The negotiating process towards the achievement of a comprehensive

settlement has reached an advanced stage"

as well as his conclusion that

"Substantial though not sufficiently sustained progress has been made in

the past year in the efforts to conclude the international instruments that

will comprisa settlement". (A/42/60u, para. 2)
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~e have alwaysproce~dedfr~ the p''')sitio,n that international problems,

of t.heir :oa.t.ure aooeoilnplQXi ty~ oanru.'lt. ~ solve,d by the USe of forc~,

or thei.mposit.ion of solutions from outside tha.t are by thei r nature

and therefore unacoeptable. In this oontext, we have from the very beg inning

tf;tsolntely opposed foreign :military intefvfHltion and the presence of fOt"t'lign troopl:t

in 1l..fghanlstan.

We have pointed to the needful" the urgent and il1'll\\edhte .... i thdrawsl of for"1ign

~~Oap9 and the creation of necessary coooitions for the tea1i~ation of the

inalienable right of the Afghan people to d&cide on its internal sooial system and

development freely aoo independently, without outside pressure and foreign

interference. Those are, in our opinion,. the essential prereauisitCils for en.suring

full respect for Afghanistan's independence, sovereignty, territoriRl inte<Jrity and

non-aligned status, short of which there can be no lasting stabilization of the

situation in that country and in the broader area of South-West ~gia. Along those

lines, we have fully supported and continue to support the efforts of the

Secretary-General and his Special Representative, Mr. Diego Cordovez.

The problem of Afghanistan has thus demonstrated once again that solutions in

relations among sovereign States cannot he imposed by military intervention and

foreign will, since doing so only further complicates those relations and

transforms them into new dangerous sources of international tension. It is our

impression that the directly involved parties are becoming ever-more aware of that

fact.

Together with other non-aligned co,untries, Yuqoslavia ha!ll neen consistent in

opposing the use of force, military intervention, encroaohment on ~overeiqnty and

innependence and the denial of the right of peoples and countrie~ to choose their

internal social solutions emd determine their development fr@ely and independent.ly,
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irrespective of who pursues this policy and where it is pursued. Politioal

developments in the world have best demonstrated that such a policy is untenable.

Those were also the main reasons that motivated non-aligned countries in

ini tlat fng at the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly the adoption of the

Declaration on the Inad1'llissfbility of Intervention and Interferenoe in the Internal

Affairs of States. On this occasion I should like to refer again to the provision

from that Declaration that no country or group of countries has the right to

intervene or interfere in the internal affairs of other States in whatever form,

for whatever reason or under whatever pretext.

Ever eince the outbreak of the Afghan crisis, Yugoslavia has been stressing

the need for its peaceful solution on the basis of respect for the authentic

aspirations and interests of the Afghan people. We continue to maintain that

,position.

The progress towards a political solution mentioned in the report of the

Secretary-General should encourage the international community and the world

Organization to address themselves even more actively to finding a solution to the

crisis in Afghanistan through the withdrawal of foreign troops and the elimination

of the situation created by foreign intervention, so as to enahle the people of

Afghanistan to decide its own destiny freely and independently and without any form

of foreign interference.

We earnestly hope that the efforts of the Secretary-General to overcome the

existing differences and obstacles on the road to a peaceful solution will bear

concr(;lte fc:ull.llts. The succeSS of these efforts not only would make possible the

elimination of a serious source of international tension, mistrust and bloc-rivalry

in an area already shaken by dangerous conflicts and instability, but would also

greatly contr ihute to the strengthening and affirmation of the role and influence
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The draft resolution before uscontains t in ,)lIr opinion, a widely aco~ptuble

basis for a comprehensive and just solution to this problem. Consistent in iU

policy, Yugoslavia will vote in favour of the draft resolution thi!!< YQar, as it hag

done on similar draft resolutions in the past.

Mr. TURKMEN (Turkey): The plight of an entire nation which has r.emained

for eight years in the grip of a traumatic confrontation cannot 00 easily

described. In fact, the title of the important item on our agElOda today, "The

situation in Afghanistan anrl its implications for international peace and

security", does not pretend to descrihe the massive tragedy that has befallen that

country. It has come to symbolize, however, for the past eight years, the

overwhelming support of the international community for the Afghan people in their

determined and persistent efforts to recover and fully exercise their inalienable

rights, free from any unlawful outsirle intervention. The legitimate struggle heing

waged by the people of Afghanistan for national liberation has gained the

admiration of the ....hole world, hecause of their endurance and moral strength.

In its eighth year, the military confrontation in Afghanistan remains a major

source of tension, with far-reaching implications, particularly in the East-West

context. More than ever before, the present intt'HI!Mil conflict in Afgh~ni§tiiln point~

to the constantly gro.... ing urgency of the need for a political t1';4'!ttlement.
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The parties concerned should co-operate in good faith with the

secretary-Gener.a1 Who has, through his Pers.onal Representative, so diLigently

endeavoured to promote and facilitate the emergence of .13 mutually acceptable

political solution which will encompass the 1tlithdrawal of foreign troops from

Afghanistan, the voluntary return of the Afghan refugees to their homes in safety

i':!nd honour and the restoration of the international status of that Muslim country

as a bona tide member of the Non-Aligned Movement. The sincere efforts of Pakistan

in the search for a peaceful solution have not yet been fully reciprocated. The

Afghan nation as a whole must he given the chance to regain peace in its own

country and to live in harmony with its neighbours. It is with these

considerations in mind that Turkey has this year too sponsored the draft resolution

relatin~ to the situation in Afghanistan.

During the past year the issue of the time-frame emerged as the principal

outstanding point for finaliZing the package structured in the course of the

proximity talks. Despite the expectations which were created of narrowing the gap

bet1tleen the positions of the parties in this regard, we regret to note that no

suhstantial movement has heen made and that no agreement has yet been possible on

this last important point. We appreciate that the parties are faced with critical

decisions. we hope that in future rounds it will be possible, with vision and

political courage, to take the decisive step towards a mutually acceptable

time-frame that would ensure the speedy withdrawal of foreign forces from

Afghanistan. The prospects of a political settlement would be negatively affected

if thh 6>tep were to be held in abeyance for too long.

The events of the last eight years have obviously created a saga of suffer4ng

and sorrow in and ttround Afghanistan and have given rise to internecine divisions

in V,'iC ioulll s€lgments of the Afghan society. The need for the Afghan people to begin

!:t') tenc'l the! r wounds under a comprehensive settlement is both urgent and
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un:rea.listlc, however, to expect such a reconciliation to tak'e plac'Q undEl't the

ctrcUimst.ances at present. prevailing in Afgha.,nistan. It is already apparent that

s.uch a programme is unaoceptable to the hfgtlan resistance and the Afghan tt1lfUg\\H~S.

!bete< is no benefit to anyone in using the concept of national reconciliation as Cl

propaganda instrument, without actually creating the conditions neCEH!lSary for that

process.. In particular, it is impossible to pursue such Cl. policy hand in hand with

simultaneous military operations against the Afghan people. That is ba!t&icaily why

progress towards a genuine national consensus on Afghanistan has so far remained

illusory.

In the course of the past year we have also noted with Serious concern the

sharp escalation in the continued violations of Pakistan's air space and t@rritory,

which have often resulted in loss of life as well as material damage. It would be

a mistake to underestimate the dangers inherent in such acts. It is clear that

these violations should be discontinued. We can only applaud the mature stand

adopted by Pakistan in the face of provocations and invite attention to the harmful

effects and complications such inadmissible actions could create for the

peace-making process.

Five million Afghan refugees, mainly in Pakistan and Iran, and the continuing

flow of new ones not only constitute a reminder of the magnitUde of the

humanitarian dimension of the problem, but also underline the urgency of the need

to work out a just and comprehensive political settlement of this active

confrontation. Pakistan has for years been providing a haven for the large.t

concentration of refugees anywhere in the world. The solution of thie problem i~

directly related to a political settlement. The problem of Afghanistan, which has

been identified with a period of grave tension at both the regional and the global
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level, must now be a:ddressed with the forward-looking approach which the Afghans a'~

a nation and international puhlic opinion have long waited.

The Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of Pakistan said today that

Afghanistan is a test case for the strengthening of global confidence. We agree

with him, and we are encouraged by his assessment that a ray of hope can now be

detected in the situation surrounding Afghanistan.

The draft resolution before us aims at translating these expectations into a

recommendation to the parties concerned. It does not conflict with the negotiatinq

process or run counter to the framework for a comprehensive settlement that has

been developed through diplomatic efforts, but on the contrary expresses support

for both. It is a restrained, moderate appeal for a peaceful end to a serious

conflict situation. The least that can be done to encourage an honourable

settlement that will enable Afghanistan to live as a non-aligned Islamic country at

peace with itself and with its neighbours is to support the draft resolution.

Mr. OT'r (German Democratic Republic): The German Democratic Republic

notes with satisfaction that an encouraging development has lately been apparent in

regard to the situation in and around Afghanistan.

Efforts towards a comprehensive and peaceful settlement of the problem have

got under way. In the context of addressing this conflict also there has been

increasing awareness that a reasonable solution must be sought only at the

negotiating table and through dialogue based on equality and strict respect for the

Onited Nations Charter. There is no alternative.

This point of vi<tlw, which was reaffirmed by the Foreign Minister of the German

Democratic Republic in this forum some weeks ago, is also guiding my delegation in

the our rent debate. Foreign Minister Oskar Fischer said:

"The aerlnan Democratic Republic welcomes the initiatives taken by the

Democratio Republio of Afghanistan and the Soviet Union for a political
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Si€ltt.lei"ll'ent of the situation that has develo~ in the te<jion. The pn:)tJe~8 of

national reconciliation which the Afghan Governlmlent has initiated IiiIU!£It: no

longer be affected by foreign interfenmce. '" (J\!!2/PV .1QIPP- 16. 7)

'E'he German Democratic Republic sees its position co:nfinui/}d by the iilXp(1J( ienc\!

of previous years tha.t interventionist discussions and l!iction~ th"t go l!i<jainst the

legitimate interests of the Afghan people, far from being h(f!lpful, tend rl!ithl!ilt to

complicate a political solution to the situation that has developed around

Afghanistan.

Particular attention should be given to the folloWing Sltatem<!lntl$ by the

Secretary-Genera1 in his report to the General As 5Ellilbly :

"'I have stressed in the past that Cl negotiated settlement is th@ only po~~ible

way to achieve peace in Afghanistan"

and

"bold and decisive steps of national reconciliation would be needed to en~ure

that the settlement commands the support of all segments of the Afghan

people". (A/42/600, para. 10)

My delegation fully subscribes to that assessment. The German Democratic

Republic notes that initiatives of the People's Democratic Party and the Governm€lnt

of Afghanistan have set off a process which deserves to be constructively aa~i~ted

by all Member States of the United Nations. This process serves the just cause of

the A.fghan people, which has chosen the path of national democratic tran!';forma.tion

afi<3 if!> !Striving to build a society free of exploitation and oppression in which all

Afghans can take their place.
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This ls the goal of the intensified efforts being undertaken by the Democratic

People I S Party and the Government of Afghanistan to give effect to their policy of

national reconciliation nation-wide. To that end, over 3,200 commissions have been

Bet up across the country. A series of confidence-building measures were taken by

the Afghan leadership to set in motion the national dialogue to end the bloodshed

and to lend momentum to the exchange of views about the country's future

development.

Those measures include the cease-fire by the armed forces of the Democratic

Republic of Afghanistan, which was announced on 15 January 1987 for a six-month

period and was then extended unilaterally up to 15 January 1988. One of the first

results of the consolidating and deepening process of national reconciliation is

the return of over 90,000 refugees to their Afghan homeland and the fact that more

than 30,000 members of the armed appositional groups within the country have by now

laid down their arms. The amnesty for 6,000 detainees and legal provisions for

government assistance and the restitution of previously held property to returning

refugees also Serve the purpose of reconciliation. Another move has been the

invitation to all appositional quarters inside and outside the country which are

honestly ready for talks and participation in the nationwide process of

reconstruction to join a coalition Government of national unity.

The admission of additional political parties and the draft of a national

constitution which is being broadly discussed among the Afghan people are geared to

the further democrati.za.tion of t.b.P-ix. ca.l.l.o.l:..r..\j ~

It i. evident that the course of national reconciliation is suited to

guaranteeing the independent, sovereign, non-aligned and neutral status of

Afghanistan and to proceeding with the transformation along national democratic

I1ne. when armed hostilities have come to an end. It is undeniable that ever
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of the n.?itional busin~ss

'((fltidence of th is fact.

Government of the Democratic Republic of A.fghanistan to stabilhe thQ situation in

the oountry. It is, however, just as essential to create external condition~ for

peace in and around Afghanistan. This requires above all stopping all designs to

incite appositional elements to violent acts and to finance and equip them with

sophistica tedweapons.

The German Democratic Republic whole-heartedly supports the initiat.ives of the

Government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, which indicate its sincere

interest in developing good-neighbourly relations with the States of the region and

actively assisting in restoring the regional situation to normalcy.

This.was manifest also in the indirect talks between the Democratic Republic

of Afghanistan and Pakistan held in Geneva under the auspices of the representative

of the Secretary-General, Mr. Diego Cordovez.

The report of the Secretary-General (11./42/600) to the General Assembly notes

that these talks have reached an advanced stage. It is fair to say that the

readiness of the Afghan side to have a further shortened time-frame for the return

of the limited contingent of Soviet troops, which is in the country at the Afghan

Government's request, has not been the least factor in this regard. We share the

view reflected in the Secretary-General's report that further progress d~p~ndg not

on one side alone.

The Soviet Union, too, contributed constructively to thG! de~irllJd l!lolution

through the return of six regiments from AfghaniBtan in October Ha 6. I t will bE!
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recalled that it declared its readiness to deploy back also all its other troops

on the basis of international guarantees for the inviolability of Afghanistan's

frontiers.

It has been the German Democratic Republic's basic position that Afghanistan

and its neighbours do not have any problems with one another that could not be

reaolved peacefully, by way of negotiation. A political settlement of the

situation around Afghanistan would no doubt be in the interest of all the parties

concerned. It would mark an important step towards the restoration of peace and

security both In the region and beyond.

In a spirit of active solidarity, the Government and people of the German

Democratic Republic will continue to support the aspirations of the Afghan people

and its Government for national reconciliation, independence, sovereignty and

territorial integrity. We are firmly convinced that the Afghan people will not

allow i tee If to be depr ived of its gains in many spheres of social 1 ite, and that

it will maintain the status of a non-aligned country that wishes to have good

relations with all States. A realistic and reasoned approach by all Member States

of the United Nations could very much contribute to that end. A balanced

resolution taking account of the interests of all the parties to the conflict would

be practicaL

The delegation of the German Democratic RepUblic would therefore appreciate a

decision that would be acceptable to all sides by showing regard for the legitima~

interests of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, and it would be pleased to

tllupport any SUCh decisions coming about by way of consensus.

Mr. VONGSAY (Lao People I s Democratic Republic) (interpretation from

French): For the ninth consecutive time, the General Assembly is addressing the

so-called Afghan problem.. In the course of previous debates, no prospect for a
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to beCk of political will on the patt of thos~who

independent

p,I:"olJisionsof tha>resolut.lons adopted to date by the Assembly •.

Tb~ Afgban people, like all peoples of the world, intends to exercise ita

alienable r igl1t. to Oete.·:rmine the form of its mm Government and to choose i till own.

economic, political and social syst.em, free of all interventions, 8ubvQrsion and

external constraint of any kind whatsoever. This sacred and inalienable right was

exercised by the Afghan people in April 197B, t.he date on which the peoplels

democratic regime was founded.
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(M.r. Vongsay, Lao People 1 s
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This is a domestic matter exclusively within the purview of this sovereign;

independent country and its people t 'Which have thus freed themselves from the

oppression of the old regime. It is quite normal that the radical changes brought

about in the wake of the April Revolution should have generated discontent and

frustration amongst a minority of people whose policy has been to aggravate the

pauper ization of the masses. This Revolution cannot infr inge upon the sovereignty

or independence of any country whatever.

To be convinced of this, it is sufficient to refer to the comments of

Mr. Wakil, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan,

before this Assembly on 28 September last:

"'Concerning the objective realities in my country, I should like to state

that with the victory of the April Revolution, our people rose only to fight

against backwardness, illiteracy, ignorance, disease, poverty and unemployment

in our society. '1 (A!42/PV.14, p. 7)

It is truly regrettable that the champions of human rights and fundamental

freedoms of peoples should have chosen to make an enemy of the Afghan people, which

has legitimately made use of its fundamental rights in conformity with the spirit

and letter of the United Nations Charter and universally accepted standards of

international law.

It is common knowledge that an undeclared wart which was begun nine years ago

by the enemies of the new regime, is not only being pursued but, indeed, is being

stepped up yearly against the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and its

long-suffering people. This undeclared war, like all armed conflicts, has not only

ruined the country's economy, plunged the population into mourning, mutilated

thouSilands of children, WOmen and the elderly, but has also brought about a massive
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Perhaps international anal-acal imper iallst and reactionary' ci.roles, which

finance and support this undechreawar, tllay be satisfi~d t)t happy 'With

:l::ha b.ar'mful· effects of their il!!lliltoral and reprehensible policy a<lainst the valiliU1t

Afghan people. We do not believe so, because the De:mocratic Republic of

Afg'hanistan, far from being vanquished, continues heroically ema vic,\:oriously to

defend the gains of its April Revolution.

These imperialist and reactionary circles must realill:e that the more they

persist in their policy of State terrorism, the more they bEtcoml.1l mired in an

impasse, the greater will be the discontent of their own people, who are capable of

making the distinction between a just cause and an immoral and unjust cause, and

the more serious will be the results of this undeclared war upon peace and security

regionally and internationally.

It would therefore be better for all the parties concerned to rethink the

problem, taking duly into account all of the aspects and all of the facts. It is

only by acting in that manner that we will ultimately succeed in finding a just and

lasting political solution both to the problems of peace and tranquillity within

Afghanistan and to the dangerous and destabilizing situation prevailing around this

independent sovereign country.

In that spirit my Government can but express words of praise for the good will

and sincerity with which the Afghan Government has made a series of proposals that

are unquestionably constructive and realistic. I refer especially to th. policy of

national teconciliation which entered into force on 25 January thi$ year.

All people of good faith were dUly impre!i:!lsed by thr:: Bcope and dgniHcanoe ot

the measures that country's Governm.ent took in the framework of itliJ humanistic
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policy of national reconciliation vis-il,-visall Afghan patriots who wish to join i!l

this process. It is worth mentioning h€re SOlne of these historic measures: a

procla~t·ion of general amn~sty I includJng the release of prisoners; a ngw ag(at:i~!',

legislation; th~ restoration of property to toose who return to.the country:

encouragement and development of private investment; a proclamation of unilateral

cease-fire and its extensioni and the adoption of a new law guaranteeing the

practice of multi-party politics. Furthermore, the draft of the new constitutioo-

which the leaders of the People I s Democratic Part.y of Afghanistan consider as the

constitution of reconciliation - will once it enters into force, guarantee the

strictly independent, sovereign and non-aligned character of the country.

We are pleasl3d to learn that to date more than BO,OOO Afghan patriots, who had

been wasting away in refugee camps built in certain neighbouring countries, have

returned to the country and that several thousand members of armed opposition

groups, having laid down their weapons, are now actively co-operating with the

Government in order to preserve peace and security in their respective communities.

What is even more striking is that the Afghan Government proposed, in a spirit

of equity, that the opposition parties should take a share in power, something we

heartily welcome. This is a positive development in the situation the

internat.ional community as a whole should encourage and actively support.

Another positive development we should welcome is that the recent indirect

negotiations in Geneva between Afghanistan and Pakistan have made considerable

progress, as can be seen from the (eport of the Secretary-General and the letter

the Afghan Minister for Foreign Affairs addressed to him on I November this year~

WQ know that, thanks to the Afghan side's spirit of acconunodation in Geneva,

9ubstantial progress has been made in the consideration of the problem relating to
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" in order to find a justa-nd last political solution to the Afghan

ion I w'e must also guarantee freedom from fo:n:d.ql1 interference in the internal

of the country. This means that all of Afgt1<inistan' 5 neighbourlil and all

the Power s that have so far supported and continue to support an uodecl<'u::ed war

against it should cease and desist from aoting in this fashion. We oannot forget

that that is the fundamental issue.

Hence the Afghan Government, since>:ely desirous of cD-operating actively with

the international community in order to find a just and equitable politioal

solution without delay, will this year make its contribution towards securing th~

adoption of a resolution that would truly be balanced and applicable. The

amendments the delegations of Democratic Yemen and the Syrian Arab Republic have

submitted to draft resolution A/42/L.16 now before the Assembly contain, in our

view, positive elements reflecting the happy developments that have occurred in

Afghanist.an and elsewhere, the inclusion of which in the text of the draft

resolution can only make it more balanced and applicable, since they duly take into

account the legitimate aspirations of all the parties concerned.

My delegation thus appeals to the international community, and more

specifically to the Assembly, overwhelmingly to adopt these draft amendments. For

reasons well known to all, we will vote against draft resolution A/42/L.16 as it

stands.

To conclude, I should like to reaffirm the support and solidarity of the Lao

Govermnent and people to the people and the Governtilent of Afghani!i>tan 1.n thei r

heroic struggle to safeguard their inaependence, sovereignty and territorial

integr ity.
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!'it:. ST01?HAUG V~orway): The Soviet armed intervention in Afghanistan has

now be,en going On for nearly eight years, and the Soviet Union continues to

maintain a large number of troops there. Every year since the invasion in 1919 the

General Asssitlbly has called unequivocally for the foreign occupation to end. The

overwhelming major ity of the Assero.b1y has thus r iqhtly rejected the imposition on

the Afghan people of a regime installed by force. The military intervention

constitutes a grave violation of the fundamental norms and principles governing

international relations. It is imperative that the principles laid down in the

Charter be strictly upheld.

The Soviet invasion clearly had an adverse impact on the international climate

and negative effects on ongoing attempts to solve important international

questions. Today the Soviet Union has the opportunity in Afghanistan to contribute

significantly to creating an atmosphere conducive to the lowering of tensions in

the world. Norway is convinced that if the Soviet Government heeds the appeals of

the international community for a peaceful solution this will have positive effects

on other unsettled issues. Moreover, after almost eight years of fierce resistance

it should be obvious to the Soviet Union and the regime in Kabul that the efforts

to subjugate the Afghan people are futile.

Norway is concerned about the adverse impact of the Soviet military invasion

on the situation in the region. Armed incidents along the common border of

Pakistan and Afghanistan have led to increased tensions in the area. We strongly

urge restraint in order to prevent further escalation and widening of the conflict.

To my Government, one of the most agonizing features of the conflict is the

~uffering of the Afghan people. The Soviet occupation has resulted in the largest

refugee problem in the world. About 5.5 million have fled their homeland, and as

many as 2 million may be displaced within Afghanistan itself, adding to the

di@integration of its society. The last year has seen no fundamental changes in
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report bytihe Special Rapporteur of the United 'Naticms Commission On Human Right.$l

is a fact that the Soviet presence

.. is the main reason for the intensity of the arrnoo conflict a.nd the <!!xht'itl!nce

of 5,5 million refugees and is an obstacle to the freeexercisll! of the right

to self-determination",

Norway believes that the immediate, complete withdrawal of Soviet traap!'1'J from

Afghanistan is the necessary first step in the process af r€!storing the

independence of the country and enabling the refuge6lsto be repatriated. Wliil

therefore reiterate our strong appeal to the Soviet Union to make decisive efforts

in seeking a peaceful settlement by withdrawing all its troops without delay. A

complete Soviet withdrawal would also lend credibility to the process of national

reconciliation, which in the Norwegian Government's view is • prerequisite for a

comprehensive and lasting solution to the Afghan conflict.

We strongly support the tireless and constructive efforts of the

Secretary-General to bring about a political settlement at the diplomatic level.

Although the last round of the so-called proximity talks in Geneva in September

this year ended without final agreement, the negotiating process has made

significant progress towards the conclusion of the international instruments that

will comprise a settlement. In his latest report the Secretary-General states that

during the last rounds the negotiations have centred on the issue of a timetable

for troop withdrawal, an issue that has to be resolved. In the Secrliil'tary-G<1lneral'&\j

words:

.. It must by now be all too evident to the two Governm&nts that early agrtiltJhtl\t\H'lt

on a short time-frame for the w1 thdrawal of troops would 9 iv€! dlllch ive impil'ituo

to the Afghans' own efforts towards reconciliation." (1\/42/6UO, p~ra. _8)
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The draft resolution contains, in our opinion, all the essential elements for

a just and durable settlement: complete witndrawal of foreign troops from

Afghanistan; self-determination of the Afghan people; the right of the Afghan

refugees to be repatriated with safety and honour; and restoration of an

independent, non-aligned status for Afghanistan.

The draft resolution and the Secretary-General's efforts deserve the full

support of the international community.

In conclusion, we pay tribute to the way in which Pakistan is discharging its

responsibility of being host country to the largest refugee population in history.

The refugee influx is a tremendous burden on the resources of a developing

country. Pakistan mer its our respect and support. We also express our gratitude

to the humanitarian relief organizations workiny in the area - in particular, the

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the International Committee of

the Red Cross, which have contributed so much to alleviating the sufferings of the

Afghan people.
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Mr •. OLZVOY (Mongolia) (interpretation fro$l\', Russian): Our interd~pendent

~rld is now .... i messing encouraging events and trends in the process of the

peaceful defusion of hat~ds af tension in var ious regions and the gro.... ing

understanding of the need for a comprehensive system of ir... ternational peace and

security that takes into account the interest.s of all the parties ConCl!!lrned. ~"or

instance, the present debate in the General Assembly is taking pla.ce at a till\<'I

when, as pointed out in the report of the Secretary-General on the work of the

Organization, ~Efforts to resolve the problem related to Afghanistan have r.ached

an advanced stage". (A!42!l, p. 5)

On 15 January of this year Afghanistan announced a policy of national

reconciliation, which provides, in particular, for such important measures as a

unilateral cease-fire, the liberation of political prisoners, the adoption of a law

on political parties, the drafting of a new constitution, the establishment of a

coalition Government of national unity, the adoption of comprehensive measurRS

guaranteeing the conditions necessary for the return of Afghan refugees, and other

essential measures.

This bold humanitarian policy, which is broadly supported by the various

sectors of the Afghan population and peace-loving forces throughout the world,

confirms the genuine desire of the leadership of the Democratic RepUblic of

Afghanistan to continue the national dialogue that has started in the country.

The Mongolian People's Republic believes that Afghanistan's policy of national

reconciliation is a constructive basis for the stabilization of the situation

inside the country and the achievement of a political settlement of the situation

around Afghanistan. The policy of national reconciliation in Afglumistan opcn~ up

real possibilities for the cessation of the bloodshed on AfghBn territory and th@

unification of the efforts of all Afghans genuinely interested in strength.ning

independent, sovereign and non-aligned Afghanistan.
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According to information from Afghanistan, more than 30,000 until recently

armed opponents have gone over to the side of the Government and more than

90,000 refugees have returned to their homeland. The unilateral cease-fire

declared by the Govermment has been extended by six months. There is national

discussion on the drafting of a new constitution. In other words, Afghanistan's

policy of na.tional reconciliation is becoming more of a practical reality wi-th

every passing day. The Mongolian people is bound by strong ties of traditional

friendship and fraternity with the Afghan people and welcomes the first tangible

successes of Afghanistan's policy of national reconciliation.

The Mongolian People's Republic believes that the political settlement of the

situation around Afghanistan depends first and foremost upon the immediate

cessation of outside intervention and a guarantee that it \<fill not be resumed.

Unfortunately, the scale and nature of such intervention are not decreasing. In

particular, supplies of the most modern military technology to the dushmani are

increasing.

The Mongolian People's Republic continues to favour the peaceful settlement of

the Afghan question. That is why we welcomed the results of the most recent round

of Afghanistan-Pakistan indirect discussions in Geneva, at which most of the

important elements of the comprehensive settlement of the situation in Afghanistan

have been agreed. We commend the efforts of the Secretary-General and his Personal

Representative to ensure further progress in the Geneva negotiation process on the

political settlement of the Afghan question.

The Government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan has repeatedly

demonstrated its readiness to make compromises and has stated that, in accordance

with the agreement, foreign troops in Afghanistan at the request of its Government

will be returned to their homeland within the time-frame and their numbers reduced
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900d~ill it will be possible to agree on a til'lle-frm'Wle for the retlu:n of the Sovht

to tbeir homes.

In these conditions, our Organization must take into <1iccount this new

situat..ion and must adopt a realistic approach to the question. Inso ooing it

would contribute to the efforts to bring about the peaceful settleinent of the

Afghanistan question.

For the past eight years, since the beginning of the debate on the question of

the situation in Afghanistan, the Assembly has adopted each year a similar draft

resolution Which in practical terms has been one-sided. The Hongolian delegation

believes that the time has now come for the General Assembly to abandon that

one-sided attitude and adopt a position that is in keeping with the radical

interests of all the parties concerned in the conflict. That is ~hy we fully

support the proposal of the Foreign Minister of the Democratic Republic of

Afghanistan that the draft resolution should contain not only an appeal for the

withdrawal of foreign troops, but also an appeal for the cessation of interference

in the internal affairs of Afghanistan. Our delegation is also in favour of the

General Assembly's welcoming the progress made at the Geneva talks between the

Democratic RepUblic of Afghanistan and Pakistan, ~ith the assistance of the

Personal Representative of the Secretary-General. Such provisions in a General

Assembly resolution would reflect the spirit and reality of the present period of

history and would provide the bases for the practical implement~tion of the

decisions of the General Assembly.
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For this reason the Mongolian deleqation welcomes the constructive initiative

of De'ItlOCratic Yemen and the Syrian ~.rab Republic and supports the amendments

presented by those delegations in document A/42/L.l9. At the same time, we

understand full w,ell that the fate of the compromise, and therefore the success of

the efforts to ensure the early settlement of the situation around Afghanistan,

does not depend on the goodwill of the Afghan side alone. Taking into account the

new situation, our delegation hopes to see fleXibility and progress on the part of

the other side, in the interest of peace on the soil of Afghanistan and security i

Asia as a whole. This is precisely what is needed in the present circumstances.
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oontinuing war have rendered the eoonomy of Afghanistan destitutl!!l

and territory fragmented.

in force is doomed to failure.

no action.

Cy the past eight years, a super-Power has expended huge amounts of hunu\ln

this unjust war. Many sturdy young people who should

The foreign troops, however. have not been able to conqUtrH: the I"H:l"oic Af9h<1n

author ities concerned remain evasive. They have made a lot of stllte'ment8 but taken

What caused this bleeding wound? How can it be cured? On thosl!! qUlutioh~ th(:l

occupying authorities nave 'to 'ilo'l'llit that. Afghanist.an has become a bleeding wound.

in defence of its national survival and independence. Over the pa~t eight years

after year by all the justice-upholding countries in this Hall as well as in other

tine tradition of resolutely resisting foreign aggression and defying l.:u:ut~ f'oroe

facts have amply proved that the policy of milltary conquest based on blind faith

have worked for the peaceful construction of their own country have been sent to

perrple through their prolonged occupation of the country. The Afghan nation has il

fight on the battleground in Afghanistan. Tens of billions of dollars have been

forums. Caught in this dilemma, it is no wonder that even the foreign military

spent to maintain this unwinnable war. That super-Power has been condemned year

and material resources
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CMr. Li Luye, China)

As is known to all, Afghanistan 'Used to be an independent, peaceful, neutral

and non-aligned country. As a result of foreign armed invasion, its peace is

disrupted, its sovereignty fliolated and characteristics of independence, neutrality

and non-alignment lost. Therefore the crux of the Afghanistan issue is foreign

invasion and the occupation of a sovereign State. The key to its settlement lies

in whether the foreign occupying authorities are willing to cease their aggression

against Afghanistan, immediately withdraw all their troops from that country and

atop their gross interference in its internal affairs. However, it is regrettable

that the foreign military occupying authorities are still insisting on troop

withdrawal only after the termination of outside interference. To them, the

pr!l!tsence of their OVer 100,000 troops in Afghanistan is not outside interference,

but rather what they call performing an internationalist obligation. While

~mbelli6hing their own naked military interference as an obligation, they attribute

the Afghan peoplele struggle against foreign aggression to outside interference

logic aimed at confusing right and wrong is utter ly untena~it can only serve

Recently, the foreign military occupying authorities have further stated that

to prove that to this day they still have no sincerity regarding troop withdrawal.

Such abs!':: ...
..JI J'-

which should be removed as a pre-condition for their troop withdrawal.

they regard national reconciliation as a prereqUisite for political settlement,

insisting On reconciliation first, troop withdrawal afterwards, which means that

the realization of national reconciliation is a pee-condition for the troop

withdrawal. We all acknowledge that to realize national reconciliation and turn

Afgh<inistan into an independent, peaceful, neutral and non-aligned country is the

ardent dlsire of the Afghan people, who have seen the ravages of the eight-year

war. It 16 also !3upported by all justice-upholding countr ies. However, the

reality is that on the one hand the foreign military occupying authorities are
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force to suppr

difficult to see that such so-called nationJil r@concll1Qtion

o'Oth'ori-Hes, to bring the Afghan people to their knees and forclf: them to

fait accompli created by the foreign aggression. What l'd~eds t.o be pointed oub in

particular is that during the same year when "nationa.l reconciliation" was very

much on their lips the foreign military occupying authorities launched three

successive large-scale military encirclements in Afghanistan. All this has seC\red

to show fUlly that the so-called national reconciliation preached by thElm h

nothing new but a continuation of national repression.

China and Afghanistan are close neighbours and the two peoples have enjoyod

tradi tional Er iendshi p and 1 ived in harmony for many year s. proceeding from the

pr incipled stand of safeguarding the basic norms guiding international relations

and the principles of the United Nations Charter t and out of the desire t.o maintain

security and stability in that region, the Chinese Government and people resolutely

oppose the super-Fewer's aggression against and military occupation of Afghanistan,

deeply sympathize with the Afghan people's sufferings and firmly support t.hem in

their just struggle against aggression. We hold that this bloody war in

Afghanistan should have ended long ago. We are always in favour of Cl political

settlement of the Afghanistan issue and support all efforts that could facilitate

its jus t settlement.

We are of the view that since the Afghanistan issue was created by fotE!!ign

aggression and Afghan national harmony is likewise undermined by foreign

aggression, only the speedy withdrawal of all foreign troops from Afghanistan and
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the termination of the military occupation of that country can bring the war to an

end, heal the bleeding '""ound and enable the Afghan people to realize genuine

natiol'l"al reconciliation, free from outside lnterference, to choose their own

government according to their own free will and to decide the destiny of their OW·flj

country. Only in this way can Afghanistan restore its status as an independent,

sovereign, neutral an.d non-aligned country and that region achieve peace and

stability.
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s~fegt:lard.~ng the prlpciples of the United Nations Charter and opposing: an o\Jt.s.iQ~

aggression and interference. The Pakist.an GovernlTtent has upheld the baglc

principles of the relevant resolutions adopted at successive sessions of th(lJ United

Nations General Assembly sessions and bas made unswerving efforts for the political

settlement of the Afghanistan issue. For this, we wish to express our

appreciation. The humanitarian spirit displayed by Pakistan, Inm and other

countries in providing succour to the Afghan refugees is also admirable .. Herewe

would also like to thank the Secretary-General of the United Nations for his

unremitting efforts for a just and reasonable settlement of rhe Afghanistan issue

on the bas is of the relevant Uni ted Na tions resolu tions.

At this current session, Pakistan and 47 other countries have submitted ill

draft resolution on the situation in Afghanistan and its implications for

international peace and security, once again calling for the immediate withdrawal

of the foreign troops from Afghanistan so as to allow the Afghan people to exercise

their right to self-determination free from outside interference. The Chinese

delega tion believes that the adoption of th is draft resolu tion w ill serve to

promote a political settlement of the Afghanistan issue. Therefore, we shall vote

in favour of this draft resolution. We hope that all the justice-upholding

countries will support this draft resolution, thus contributing to an ~l)1rly, ju~t

and reasonable settlement of the Afghanistan issue.

Mr. KIKUCHI (Japan) t At the end of next 1001"1 th the in ter national

community will mark a tragic event - the soviet Union's brutal and unprovoked
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invasion of Afghanistan in the final hours of 1979. In the eight years sinice then,

hundreds of thousands of 1'ifghan men, women and children have been killed, and

millions have been forced to leave their homeland. But the Soviet troops rema

The Soviet Union alleges that interference from other countries has prolonged th

fighting, but, as all the world knows, it is in fact the Afghan people themselves

who are fieroely opposing the Soviet military occupation and its interference in

the affairs of their country.

Alth:ouglh the Soviet side called for a cease-fire earlier this year, it has

continued to carry out numerous military operations against the Afghan people. But

the people remain steadfast in their resistance and they continue to ..... age an

effective armed struggle throughout the country. Their ..... ill can never be crushed

mil i tar ily.

While the forces of repression, injustice and violence continue to ..... reak havoc

throughout the coun try, diploma tic effor ts aimed at a compr ehens ive poli tical

settlement have been steadfastly pursued. We wish, in particular, to commend the

secretary-General, Mr. Perez de Cuellar, and his Personal Representative,

Mr. Diego Coroovez, for their tireless endeavour s for a peaceful settlement,

particularly in conducting proximity talks in Geneva and in negotiating with other

parties concerned On the time-frame for ..... ithdrawaL According to the

Secretary-General's recent report, although substantial progress has been made, it

has not been "sufficiently sustained". Japan strongly hopes that the

Secretary-General and his Personal Representative will persevere in their efforts

t.o bridge the differences on this issue, and it assures them of>fts full support.

At thl3! SamG t.ime, Japan calls upon the parties concerned to co-operate in those

efror till and work towards a negotiated settlement.
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We should bear in mind that t.he settlelmlveot of the pr~l!)lem ll",llSt be based on the

fnllc;wing pr inci.ples. Fir Sit., Sov let. troops m.,u.t bE! i~ediat.ely and completely

"".fth.dr;@i.ll<ilnj. secondly, Afghanistan must attain political inde~ndence and regain its

non-aligned statLls; thirdly, the right of self-determination of the Af~hanist.an

~pl.e must be fully respected; and, fourthly 1 the safe and honourable return of

Afghan refugees mus t be seour ed.

Japan firmly believes that efforts towards reconciliation must be consonant

~ith those principles.

In this connection, the idea of so-called national reconciliation advocated by

the Soviet side, although it sounds good, must be txeated with caution, for it

skirts the issue of a complete withdrawal of Soviet troops, which is an absolute

prerequisite. Furthermore, national reconciliation must be achieved in a manner

agreed upon by the Afghan people themselves and must not be effected for the

purpose of keeping the present regime in Afghanistan.

The Afghans who have sought refuge in Pakistan represent the largest

concentration of refugees in the world. Although exact fiqures are unavailable, it

is estimated that there are 2.8 to 2.9 million Afghan refugees in Pak istan. In

addition, according to the Government of Iran, there are 2.2 million Afghans in

that coun tr y.

Large refugee populations impose enormous burdens on host countries and

seriously threaten regional stability. In particular, Japan recognizes that

Pakistan is experiencing many difficulties in accommodating such a massive influx

of refugees, and Japan pays a high tr ibu te to the humani tar ian ef for ts tha t the

Pakistani Government has been making to cope with the situation. For huruanitllrhm

reasons, as well as in the interest of regioni!ll peace and Iiltability, Jt\lpan ha!\!
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extended active co""Operaticn to Afghan refugee rel lef ac tivi ties in Pak istan and

Iran through the UnH::ed1>iations High COmlll'lissioner For Refugees and the World Food

Programme, as well as throcogh other organ izations. Japan will con tinue to make i cs

best efforts for the aliev iati<ln ofthce problem.

Japan has sl.lpported successive Unitced Nations resolutions on Afghanista'1 which

confirm the basic principles I have just outlined. This year's draft resolution

(A/42/L.L6) likewise has our firm and unreserved support.

I am encouraged to note that, according to the Secretary-General's report, t.he

negot.ia.ti.ng process "has reached an advanced stage"j but, at the same time, r feel

it is important that we guard ourselves against undue optimism, because the

environment rema.ins very fragile. Thus, at this juncture, it is all the more

important that. the international community maintain pressure on the Soviet Union to

end its illegal occupation of Afghanistan, by adopting the draft resolution by an

overWhelming majority. To this end, r urge all Member States to support this draft

resolu tion.
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of Bc.lgaria has on more than one oc,casion clearly stat~ its: position on

tb:"" G~'neral Assembly's consideration of the question of the situation around

Afghanistan.

I Should like to note that recently there have been Illany hlportant events th.':f!.t

91ge us grounds for hope and optimism about the chances of reaching el. jUl1>t.

pei1'!lJceful and lasting solution to the problems around Afghanistan.

The trend of these events in recent years proves cl.arly and unambiguously

that in order to attain that goal we must seek new avenues and Show political will

and realism. The initiatives by the Soviet Union aimed at promoting i!l. new,

multifaceted approach to the problems ot peace and security in Asia - including the

question of the situation around Afghanistan - and. in particular, the constructive

proposals put forward in the statement by Mikhail Gorbachev in Vladivostock in

June 1986, fall within the framework of such a policy.

The political line of national reconciliation prodlaimed by the Government ot

Afghanistan in January 1987 constitutes, for all those prepared to co-operate with

that Government in the common interests of the country, the expression of such

political will and realism. This program of national reconciliation is based on

very simple and very clear principles: a cease-fire, rejection of armed struggle

and bloodshed in the settlement of questions related to Afghanistan's present and

future, a guarantee of the equitable representation of all the people in the

country's organs of power and economic life, a general amnesty, respect for the

Islamic religion. preservation of historic, national and other traditions. There

is a political orientation that is both internal and external. If th~

long-hoped-for lasting peace were to be established on Afghln Boil, if the out. id.

interference could be brought to an end, the prl!sence of a limited oontingent of

Soviet troops in the country would no longer be necessary.
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This is not a propaganda gesture by the Afghan Government, as some have sought

to portray it, but a real, practical step towards a peaceful and lasting settlement

of the problems around Afghanistan~ In that connection, we need only emphasize

that, after the proclamation in January 1987 of this initiative of national

reconciliation, many positive, concrete actions and decisions were taken by the

Afghan Government: There was the unilateral proclamation of reconciliation as well

as the procla.mat.ion of Cl general amnesty, resulting in the return of 80,000

refugees to their homeland. The draft of a new Constitution was pUblished and

8uDl1dtted for discussion. The sincere desire was expressed to form a Government of

national unity, with the participation of all the democratic forces and all the

opposition parties that support a peaceful settlement of the country's internal

Bearing in mind all those developments, we can rightly state that in many ways

19B7 has proved to be a decisive year in the life of Afghanistan.

The Peoplels Republic of Bulgaria welcomes and fully supports the constructive

political line of the leadership of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, aimed

at achieving national reconciliation and completing the democratization of Afghan

society and at forming a Government with the participation of the political forces

that, for one reason or another, are outside the country but sincerely desire to

make their contribution to building a new, independent and non-aligned

Afghanistan. The successes achieved by the Afghan people in their political,

social and economic life show clearly and unambiguously that, despite the enormous

difficulties, the process of democratization of the country is irreversible.

Unfortunately, the forces which, because of their selfish interests, do not

wish to accept that state of affairs continue to stir up tension in the region

around Afghanistan and, in so doing, spend enormous sums - millions of dollars

annually. We need only emphasize that the so-called secret assistance officially
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a whole network of c~paand bases along the borders of sovereign,

independent. Afghanistan. The mJOney is \Hled t.o pay l'aer~mu:les to burn and dest.roy

school.s, hospitals andecon~i·cf;acili·ties, to carry out !'lcts of diversion and

sabotage, to massacre peaceful citizens in the country. Our log the years of the

undeclared war against Afghanistan 1 apat'tfrom countless human victims, damag(i!!

cL'!1lOunting to more than sa billion has been inflicted upon the country.

Despite those enormous difficulties and obstacles, the A.fghan people have

resolutely committed themselves to the process of democratic change and national

reconciliation by expressing their sincere desire and aspiration to live in peace,

understandin~ and Cb-operation with their neighbours.

In the present complex international situation, it is more necessary than ever

before that all the countries sincerely interested in the quest for a just and

lasting solution to the situation around Afghanistan show realism and political

goodwill. It is precisely the Government of Afghanistan that for years has been

taking such an approach, exerting sustained efforts to achieve a political

settlement of the situation. Its most recent external political initiatives,

embodying the fundamental principles of a peaceful settlement of the conflict and

reflecting the interests of all the countries in the region, are the concrete

expression of that aspiration of Afghanistan. The decision by the Soviet

Government to withdraw part of its limited contingent in Afghani~tan i~ almo within

the framework of such a policy. Thus, the Soviet Union has clearly ~hown that it

is prepared to co-operate to ensure the real acceleration of a political s@ttleftlent

of the problem, to give a new and substantial impetus to th~ G@neva talks.
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The Peopl-e' s Republic of Bulgaria fully approves of and support.s these sincere

efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement of the situation around Afghanistan. We

believe that the principal prerequisite for achieving such a settlement is the

unconditional and total cessation of all forms of external int·erference in the

internal affairs of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan.

At the same time, we are encouraged to see that the large majority of States

that took part in the Assembly's general debate and many of those who have spoken

on this agenda item have called for a peaceful solution to the situation around

Afghanistan, have stated their opposition to outside interference and have

supported the negotiati,ons in Geneya as toe most appropr iate avenue to the

political Illettlement of the situation around Afghanistan.

In that connection, the People's Republic of Bulgaria is following with

interest and hope the negotiations under way in Geneva with the assistance of the

S~cial Representative of the Secretary-General, Mr. Diego Cordovez.
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belie\fjes that the United NaUeflS can play a positive role

fo:tthe restoration of pe.ace a.nd securit::r' in the region.

these hiegOtiatiol1s last year mrak€!s us optl1'!'listic. Real chances

liiCeiEifmergl:nq for over'col'lting the differences that remain which in our: view ar\jl net

very substa.nt.ial: given goodwill and greater realism by all inteztested parties,

they could be settled in the very near future. Optimistic Iiligns aho emerge from

the report of the Secretary-'General on the question, wh ieh notes inter alia that

"'l'henegotiating process tow,ards the achievement of a cornprl:\!!hensive

settlement has reached an advanced stage." {A/42/6(jO I pat a. 2)

All this enables us to conclude that at present more than ever there are r.al

objective conditions for arriving at b peaceful and lasting settlem€lnt of the

situation around Afghanistan.

The adoption of an equitable resolution on this question, acceptable to all, Cl

resolution that woald reflect and hail the progress achi€lved and the sincere

efforts made by the Afghan Government, could contribute to the realization of the

process of national reconciliation and, internationally, to the Geneva talkS if it

were to receive the support of the parties directly concerned.

The amendments to draft resolution A/42/L.16 proposed by two non-aligned

countries (A/42/L.19) are aimed in that direction. I should like to state that my

country would support a draft resolution which, in addition to the provisions

already put forward, also included an appeal for strict observance of the principle

of non-interference in relations concerning the situation around Afghanistan,

supported the efforts of the United Nations Secretary-General and hiiif> PEir~onal

Representative to arrive at a solution of the problem, and welcomed the progre~~

already made in the Geneva talks.
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Otherwise, my delegation would find itself obliged to vote against the draft

resolution presented, which, far from being balanced, gives a false ,and distorted

i~ge and engages in an erroneous interpretation of the real situation, and the

adoption of which would not contribute in the least to the positive process under

way with a view to the peaceful settlement of this problem.

Mc. OUDOVENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Sac ialist Republic) (interpretation from

Russian): During the years that this item has been inscribed on the agenda of the

General Assembly, the situation inside and around Afghanistan has changed. The

course of eVents during the past few years indicates that it is necessary to look

for new w.ays to solve the so-called Afghanistan question, which urgently requires

new, unique solutions and a manifestation of political will.

The present discussion has demonstrated that an ever-increasing number of

participants 1n the debate, when analysing the processes taking place in

Afghanistan, is coming to the conclusion that the prospects for the establishment

of peace in that region are becoming more tangible as time goes on. An

ever-increasing number of countries shares the view that a military solution to the

problem around Afghanistan is not possible. It is regrettable that certain

initiators of that discussion are, as it were, unwilling to change their intentions

and continue their efforts to use the United Nations against the interests of a

genuine settlement of the question of Afghanistan and instead are using it to

attack the internal and foreign policy of the Government of the Democratic Republic

of Afghanistan. In trying to maintain tension in the region they have not

abandoned their attempts to hold back a political solution to this problem and to

block those positive trends that are emerging at present.

In the view of my delegation that is a short-sighted policy. is far

removed from the new political thinking and the objective requirements of
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and to join the genuine ef·forts· to eliminate the hot~d oftensic}31 around

cou.ntry.

Afghanistan continues to be the subject of vicious torrents ofliest

pro~pCat.ion and large-scale subversion. Having unleashed an undeolarEilO wa.J: agsinst

t~\a.tcountry. the forces of imperialIsm and reaction which, in order to acb leve

their purposes. prefer to use AI1go1ans against Angolans, Nicaraguans again!!it

Nicaraguans and Afghans against Afghans, continue to build the momentum of

interference. Modern arms in increasing quantities are being deliver<td to the

counter-revolutionary bands. Millions of dollars are turned into blood and

suffering for all Afghans and are protracting a war foreign to them.

However, in spite of the great difficulties and 108ses brought to that

fledgling State by the undeClared aggression. the Government of Afghanistan

tirelessly and systematically has been making efforts to intensify the proce•• of

political settlement within the country. Facts today in Afghanistan pertinent to

this discussion and which have been adduced in the statement of the Minister for

Foreign Affairs of Afghanistan. have demonstrated that quite clearly. As a result

of that policy it has been possible to achieve the principal goal. which is to

avoid an economic breakdown and to prevent a lowering of the living standards of

the, people. This past year has brought new hopes to the long-suffering Afghan soil.

Proceeding from the supreme interests of its people, which yearn for the

cessation of a fratricidal war and the establishment of peace, the Govermfl·ent ef

the Democratic Republic of Afgha.nistan at the beginning ef 1987 procl&imed a policy

of national reconciliation and appealed to all Afghans to stop fighting and to

start a dialogue in the name of peace upon Afghan soil. In accordance with the
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declaration by che R.evolutionary Council, the armed forces of the Democratic

Republic of Afghanistan ceased their military operations on 15 January. Events

since then have clearly and obviously demonstrated who is genuinely interest.ed in

the establishment of a just peace and tranquillity on Afghan soil and who, guided

by s·elf-interest, is: trying to continue the bloodshed in martyred Afghanistan.

Tbetruth today is that there is no alternative to bloodshed apart from mutual

compromise. An increasing nl1J1lber of people involved directly or indirectly in the

conflict understand that. That is shown in the almost daily reports of groups of

Afghans who have for a long time acted against their people with weapons in their

hands but who are now going over to the side of the people.

Slowly but definitely the number of refugees returning to their owr1<soil is

growing. During the past period, in spite of the obstacles set up by various

countries,approximately 90,000 returned. Is that figure large or small? Of course

it is small if One takes into account the overall numbers. However, the scale of

those moving back can be correctly understood only if the difficulties that have to

be overcome by people in returning to their homes and hearths are taken into

account.
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One of the most important el~ents of th~ proo~ss of national r'lj}CQnciliation

Afghanistan is the extending of a dialogue with the opposition forces. the

I!.doption of a policy to establish a coalition goverment and the attel¥lpt to unibll

all the national and patriotic forces. Unquestionably, the ongoing: process is

attracting increasing attention in the international cOrnlflunity.

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR has observed th€! appearance of a genuine

possibility of eliminating the dangerous hotbed of tension Virtually in thlll very

centre of the Asian continent. This would certainly be in keeping with the

interests not only of the Afghan people but also of all those who are genuinfilly 1

and not only in words, trying to unblock and settle thl!ll existing confl icting

situa t ions.

However, our delegation wishes to emphasize that the process of national

reconciliation presupposes a high degree of political responsibility on both sidl1ls,

because to stop the bloodshed and eliminate this reg ional conflict is possible only

with goodwill on the part of all those directly or indirectly involved, including

the forces behind them.

The policy of national reconciliation is not peace; it has not yet brOken the

old prejudices) it has not been heeded by all the enemies of the people's

authority. The counter-revolutionary bands continue to commit their terrorist

acts, aod this is inducing the government forces to give them due rebuff. The

influential protectors of the dushmani are doing everything to discredit the

constructive initiatives of the leadership of the Democratic Republic of

Afghanistan. There is no end to the dispatch of bandit group~ and w!:H\\I;IOnS into

Afghanistan from Pakistan. There is an enormous growth in thGl supply of weaponf3 by

the United States to the dushmani formations.
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It is quite clear that the policy of national reconciliation spans th,e genuin€

possibilities for a political settlement of the situation around Afghanistan. The

key to it should be the guaranteed cessation and the non-resumption of interference

from outside into the internal affairs of that country. The sooner this is

achieved, the Sooner it will be possible to withdraw the Soviet troops.

As was stated in a speech at the International Forum for a Nuclear-Free World

and for the Survival of loiankind by the General Secret.ary of the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union, Mikhail S. Gorbachev stated:

M ••• the solut.ion of this problem requires reciprocity On the part of the

United States and of Afghanistan's neighbours, as well as international

efforts." (A/42/132, p. 14)

A serious contribution to the cause of settling the situation around

Afghanistan is being made, in the view of our delegation, by the Afghan-Pakistan

talks in Geneva, with the mediation of the Secretary-General's Personal

Representative, Mr. Cordovez. During the talks, work on three documents has

virtually been completed. This is the bilateral Afghan-Pakistan agreement on

non-interference and rejection of intervention, the declaration on international

guarantees On non-resumption of interference and the bilateral agreement on

voluntary return of refugees. Given a genuine desire on both sides to reach

agreement, the present stage in the talks could be the last concluding phase. The

Afghan side has such a desire. There is no doubt that negotiations would have been

concluded had Pakistan demonstrat~d the same degree of readiness to achieve

compromise.

Afghanistan is now at a crossroads in its history. National reconciliation is

the way into the future of the Afghanistan people. Those who are waging an

undeclared war against the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan cannot propose to its

people anything other than further human victims, further suffering and privations,

and further destruction and losses. Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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.h.+·.~{.l,d',l peopl-et.helili.se,lves. they have lW;ad,e their choice. 'l'he

recQ>"\ciliation p'Ut forward by the levadersnipof the

~ratic Republic of Afghanistan serves the cause of establishing Af9hanist,an a$

Cl sovereign, indepeJ1dent State following Cl policy of non-aligMHlnt and

giOOd-neighbourliness. Its impleltlentation w'ould contribute to the elimin<!ltion ofa

ser hotbed of tension in this region of the world; and this would be in keeping

'oi'ith the fundamental interests of all the countries of ther@ilgion.

The events that have taken place in Afghanistan dur ing the Pllst year should

become the basis for a new constructive approach to the Afghan problem by the

United Nations. However, the draft resolution presented by the delegation of

Pakistan in document A/42/L.16, as in previous years, bears the stamp of

confrontation and bias. It completely ignores the fact that the basic component of

any solution to the Afghan problem is not the withdrawal from that country of

foreign troops but the unconditional cessation of interference into the internal

affairs of Afghanistan and international guarantees that it will not be resumed.

In the view of the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR, the General Assembly can

make a useful contribution to a settlement if it adopts a resolution that can be

implemented in practice and is acceptable to all of the members of the

international community.

In this connection we welcome the constructive approach of those delegations

which in document A/42/L.19 have proposed important amendments to the draft

resolution. One of them deals with the most substantive element of the political

settlement of the situation around Afghanistan, namely, the need for the strict

observance by all of the principle of non-interference in relation to that Stat•.

The second amendment welcomes the progress at the Geneva talkl!l. And that we ff,.l

contributes to the establishment of a. favourable atmoSph(He for the speedy

conclusion of this process and the conclusion of the relevant agrllleml1<ints btiltwt!erl
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the parties concerned. lV'liOreover, the way the amendment is formulated is fully in

keeping with the cm1clusions in the report of the Secretary-General on this

question in document A/42/600.

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR considers that the adoption of these

ame:ndments could contribute to the elimination of existing differences and mak.e th,

draft resolution on the subject under discussion more balanced. At the same time,

in our opinion the sub-amendments submitted by Pakistan are evidence of its

unwillingness to do away with confrontation in favour of a mutually acceptable

compr oralse.

Count YORK van WARTENBURG (Federal Republic of Germany): The Permanent

Representative of Denmark has already set forth the joint position of the 12 member

States of the European Community on the situation in Afghanistan. Let me underlin,

this joint position by the few remarks I should like to add on behalf of the

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany.

For almost eight years now, since Afghanistan has been occupied on

27 December 1979, the Afghan people through its de~ermined resistance against the

Soviet Army, an army now number ing about 115,000 men, has clearly demonstrated tha,

it is unwilling to put up with a reg ime imposed upon it.

By its military power, and through a regime which depends totally on this

military power, the Soviet Union attempts to force its will upon this small,

courageous people fighting for its freedom.
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For the Federal RepUblic of Gen~an'l, res~t for human rights t the lltaintenance

reLationship a.mong nations and governments. 'I'hese principles in particular have

been violated by the Soviet occupation in Afghanistan for e ht years.

In the course of this long per iod the Afghan people has been and still hi

putting up with innumerable privations, resisting the occupation forces in spite of

all the psychological and physical repression that spares not even children, W'OlIWl!n

and old people. The world public has been made aware of thi.s, to its dismay, by

the reports of the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Felix Rrm3coriEl. Our humanitaritm ideals

and duties require us to make the cause of the Afghan people our own.

In the summer of 1987 the r &g ime in Kabul gave Mc Ermacora the opportunity to

travel to Afghanistan so as to be able to fulfil his task as Special Rapporteur.

That is true, and it is regarded by the Federal Government as a matter of course:

a United Nations representative should always have the opportunity of travelling to

any United Nations Member country in the fulfilment of his tasks. In September

1987 we heard speculations according to which Mr. Ermacora had changed his position

on the human rights violations in Afghanistan. He refuted such rumors. His newest

report containing his findings is before the General Assembly.

Nearly 5 million Afghans have been compelled to leave their home country and

to seek refuge in the neighbouring countries, especially in Pakistan, which

meanwhile has received more than 3 million refugees. In addition to the political

and economic burdens entailed, Pakistan is exposed to considerable pressure on

account of armed violations of its frontier.
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prudent attitude towards armed provocations.

The Feder al Government tal< es note of t.~e so-called policy of na tional

racoooil ia tion pur sued by the regim,e in Kabul since the beginning of 1987.

However; my Government has arrived at the distressing conclusion that this policy

does not serve the resurrection of the fundamental rights of the Afghan people, as

demanded by the in terna tional commun i ty.

The Feder a1 Gover omen t endor ses the demand made by the non-al igned and Islamic

countries for the immediate withdrawal of all foreign forces from Afghanistan and

for the reconstitution of its independent and non-aligned status.

An end must be put; as soon as possible, to the war in Afghanistan through a

political solution. With great attention the Federal Government is closely

following the mediating efforts undertaken by the United Nations Secretary-General

through his Per Bonal Represen ta tive, Under-Seer etary-Gener al Diego Cordovez. The

F€ioeral Government welcomes and supports those efforts. They constitute in our

view the only possibility of aChieving a settlement to this problem, the only

possibility of a settlement acceptable to all parties concerned that bring back

peace and liberty to the Afghan people. We would like to encourage the

Secretary-General and his Personal Representative to continue to pursue these

effort~ energetically and actively.

It is wi th in teres t that my Gaver nmen t has tak en note of t.he proposals made by

the Soviet Union on international security. My Government hopes that the soviet

Union will live up to the preparedness it has so often voiced to bring about a

pol i ti cd Golu tion in Afgh an is tan.
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for the goal 0 f see Ing Afghan is tan in full

condemned to facing the hardships of migration in neighbouring countries, in

particular Pakistan and Iran.

ensuing resistance waged by the Mujahidin have resulted in the death of many

freedom and independence. The con tinued presence of the foreign troops and the

traditions. Many have been made homeless, and millions of Afghans have been

remain an agenda item for so long without a solution being found. Indf!!'ed, thlll

international community has a moral obligation to address thiA ilHlU@! and t.o erHJUre

the withdrawal of the occupying forces and the efforts to promote a negotiated

When such tr agedy befallS an independen t and non-al ign ed coun tr y, it cannot

peace-'-loving Afghans who were forced to take up arms against the might of the

It is for this reason that my delegation continues to participate in the

Mr. SHYOI (Btllflei Darussalam): Brunei Darussalall1 has always defended th~

occupation forces in order to safeguard their independence, faith, culture and

is taking place in our region, as in Kampuchea, or in Afghanistan.

status, the situation remains the same. The foreign forces are still entrenched in

Afghanistan, obstr ucting the people of Afghan istan in their efEor t to rega in

settlement leading t.o the restor ation of Afghan ist-an' s independence and non-align \\ld

General Assembly's deliberations on this agenda item. Despite repeated appeals for

sma1ler countries, or by small countries in other small countries, and whether it.

principles of the equality of nations, non-intervention 8..l1d non-aggresElion. WE'!

self -de termina tion.

SOOn ro decide on those crucial issues in free exercise of its right: to

oppose foreign occupation whether it is being perpetrated by big countries in
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that a sovereign country like A.fghanistan is not left to the mercy of the military

adverturisrn of another. Every nation has the right to exist in the way its people

choose. But as long as foreign troops remain in the country in flagrant breach of

the principles enshrined in the United Nations Charter, there can be no freedOiD of

action there, nor can it have peace and stability.

For this reason we would welcome an immediate solution to the Afghanistan

situation so that there can be peace and stability in Afghanistan and in the

region. We welcome the substantial progress that characterized much of the

negotiation that took place last year and early this year. The prospect of

possible compromise between Pakistan and the country concerned on the withdrawal

time-table is encouraging, and my delegation hopes this will result in speedy

actual troop withdrawal from Afghanistan.

We fully subscribe to the views of the Secretary-General when, in his report

of 29 September 1987 (1\/42/600), he stresses that peace in Afghanistan can be

achieved only through a negotiated settlement, and not by military means. We hope

this course of action will continue to be pursued by all parties concerned in order

to achieve the objective of the settlement, that is, self-determination by the

Afghan people. We commend the Secretary-General for his untiring efforts as well

as those of his Special Representative, Mr. Diego Cordovez, for bringing the

conflicting parties closer to achieving this objective.
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is al~ peL tm::boo bn hear of the efforts by thil! occupyinq

in their curTent struggle. !t is a continuing source of strength for them. w~

should continue to show support for their cause until Afghanistan on~ aglllin

becomes independent and non-aligned, as it was before the occupa eioo.

It is not my delegation's intention to speak ill of another country wit.h

regard toO its international behavioul:, even iE it constitutes a violatioo of the

Char tel: and the rules and pr incipl es of in ter national law, let alone be hosti le to

that part.icular country. But it is of great concern to my delegatiOl1 that what is

happening in Afghanistan involves the use of force against the territDrial

integrity and independence of another country, which, no matter how one looks at

it, one cannot but interpret the event in Afghanistan as an intervention against

another sovereign State, in violation of the Charter. And the fact that it is

committed by a permanent member of the Security Council, a country which helped to

draw up the Charter of the United Nations, is worrying for us, particularly tlH~

smaller countr ies.

It is, therefore, a matter of the utmost importance that my country has joinliitd

with other countries in sponsocing draft resolution A/42/L.16. We are convinced

that the draft resolution prOllides a reasonable framework for a just and lasting

.......
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jori ty, So as to give the Afgh an people their

freedom to determine their own fo!:rt: of government, and to choose their economic,

poli tieal and social system, free from outside in terven tion, and to crea te the

necessary conditions to enable the Afghan refugees to return to their homes. The

General Assembly must take a clear stand when violations of the national

sovereignty and territorial integrity of States are committed.

Mr. B'01 XIIAN NHAT (Viet Nam): Since the last session of our General

Assembly, the world situation has witnessed important developments favourable to

international peace, relaxation of tension and the trend of dialogue for solving

problems invariOlJs parts of the world. The situation in Asia in general, and in

South-West Asia in particular, has also developed in this direction. The new

developllen te in the region, especially those r ela ted to Afghan is t.an, have indeed

broken the stalemate of the past eight years, opening up a new prospect. for a

peaceful, comprehensive solution to the problems in South-West Asia, contributing

to in terna tional peace and securi ty.

On 15 January 1987, the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan made public a

policy of nationa.l reconciliation with a view to strengthening the unity of the

entire people in the cause of national construction and defence, and to bringing

about a peaceful, prosperous life for the Afghan people, who have for centuries

undergone untDld SUffering and hardship under a backward, feudalist regime. The

initial results during the past 10 months of implementing this policy are very

encouraging. Together with the unilateral cease-fire observed since

15 January 19B7, extended Lln til 15 January 1988, a general amnesty has been

proclaimed, resulting in the release of more than 6,000 prisoners. Over

3,200 commirileions of national reconciliation have been set_ up throughout
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to undertake negotiations. with opposing fOCCEl·s to solv~ the outstandinq

of the past an<1 to prepare for co-o~rl!iHoo in running t\nd building up the

in the future. MoreO'lJ'er, the Governm~nt of the Deoocr.atic ~pubHc of

istan has expre:$seo its willingness to forge a GoveCl'Il'Mlflt of national unity

consisting of all forces, inoluding the opponents, that are ready to puticipate in

the prOCess of na.tional reconciliation.

In res;ponse to this hUill'lan istic policy of national reooncU ia !:ion, nMr ly

90,000 people who had taken refuge in neighbouring countries have returned to their

homes. Thir ty thousand peopl e of the oppos ing forces have laid down the ir weapons

and taken pat"t in the process of nat.ional reconciliation. Initial as they are, t,he

results of the policy of national reconciliation have hel~d t.o create! an

atmosphere of enthusiasm and national concord among all strab!l. of t111il Afghan

people, and have been warmly welcomed by public opinion all over t_he world.

In parallel with the process of national reconciliation in Afghanistan, thE!

process of talks at Geneva between Afghanistan and Pakistan, with the participation

of the Secre tary-Gener al 's Personal Represen ta tive, Mr. Cordovez, has also resul ted

in significant progress. Both sides have almost completed three of the four

documents, and the gap between the positions of the two sides concerning the

time-frame for the withdrawal of Soviet troops has been narrowed down tn eight

months. For its part, the Soviet Union has expressed its readiness to wit.hdraw ita

forces from Afghanistan as soon as possible, in keeping with the agreement of the

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan.

In this process, the tireless efforts of the Secretary-General and his

Personal Representative, Mc Cordovez, for an early peaceful solution tD the
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problems in Soutb-West Asia, including those in and around Afghanistan, have been

greatly appreciated. Realities in t.i-le past year have confirmed the

Secre tary-Gener aI's asse,gsment in h is report that ~

"The negotiating process towards the achievement of a comprehensive settlement

has reached an advanced stage. substa'1tial ... progress has been made in the

past year in the efforts to conclude the international instruments that will

comprise the g·ettlement •.. A negotiated settlement is the only possible way

to achieve peace in Afghanistan because the degree of national reconciliation

that such a settlement must entail, to allow the Afghan people to decide tlleir

Own future, could not be achip.ved by military means bold and decisive

steps of national reconciliation would be needed to ensure that the settlement

commands the support of all segments of the Afghan people." (A/42/600,

par as. 2 and 10).

In the face of such a situation, the imperialist and reactionary forces are

feverishly intensifying their acts of sabotage and interference against the

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, in the hope of reversing the situation - in

par ticular, hinder ing and undermin ing the on-going process 0 f na tional

reconciliation in Afghanistan. In pursuit of the undeclared war launched eight

years ago against Afghanistan, they have increased financial aid from $530 million

last year to S630 million this year to the Afghan extremists to carry out acts of

sabotage against the cause of national construction and development of the Afghan

Government and people, and their peaceful life. Moreover, a large number of modern

Wt'l!apon6!l, includ iog St inger and Blow-pi pe miss iles, have Deen suppl iea to t:fte
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YE';a,r.. 1be ~ey and weapons have b~~1"I used to de:stxoy mQce than
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Together with these acts of sabotage and disruption, the imperialist and

reactionary forc,es are trying by all possible means to undermine the ongoing

process of national reconciliation in Afghanistan. Failing in their attempts teo

set up a Government in exile, last April they rigged up the so-called National

Council of Mujahidin of the extremists to oppose that popular process of national

reconciliation. However, all their schemes and acts of sabotage and interference

have suffered ignominious failure. They cannot prevent the steady advances of the

Afghan revolution and the growing trend towards dialogue to solve problems in the

region.

In contrast with the new positive developments taking place in South-West Asia

during the past year, draft resolution A/42/L.16, on the situation in Afghanistan

and its implication for international peace and security, is unchanged as compared

with earlier resolutions, by demanding the withdrawal of foreign forces without

guaranteeing an end to foreign interference in the internal affairs of the

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, an independent, sovereign non-aligned State and

a Member State of the United Nations. This outmooed and one-sided draft resolution

must, therefore, be updated and rectified, if it is not to be rejected.

In such circumstances, the amendments in document A/42/L.l9, introduced by

Democratic Yemen and the Syrian Arab Republic, deserve our Assembly's total support

and approval, because they not only reflect the fleXibility, goodwill and

constructive attitudes of the parties concerned, but, if adopted, would help to

produce a more balanced draft resolution that would contribute to the early,

peaceful solution of the problems in and around Afghanistan and the establishment

of peacQ and stability in the region.

Togeth~r with the forces in the world that cherish peace and justice, the

Socialist Republic of Viat Nam warmly welcomes and strongly supports the reasonable

and sensible position of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan as reflected in its

humanistic policy of national reconciliation, its stand at the Geneva talks and
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it'S~'w dpproacnthis year to the quest.ion under discussion. This fledble and

revolot

people to solve, once and for all, th-e problems in and around Afghanistan ahdto

contr ibute to peace and stahility in f:outh-West Asia and the Ioo'Orld.

In our view, it would be a positive and constructive approach on the part ef

hhe international community at this jtl'nctute to encourage and support the new

developments, especially the ongoin.g process of national recanei liation in

Afghanistan and the Geneva talks, and to reflect them in the debat€l and reSlolution~

at this session of the General Assembly, thus contributing to the sQarch for lin

early, peaceful, comprehensive solution of the problems in the region, including

those in and around Afghanistan and to peace and stahility in South-West J\!llia.

Mr. LEWIS (Canada): This year the debate on 1\fghanhtan assumes a new

level of importanr.e. It is a level imposed by the Soviet Onion itself. This year,

we not only deal with the tragedy of Afghanistan, hut ask ourselves the Question,

does Afghanistan define the limits of glasnost?

It is no revelation to say that during the months leading up to this debate,

many countries vacillated between anticipation and apprehension: anticipation

because all the noises emanating from the Soviet Union suggested a possible change

in its Afghanistan policy; apprehension because, despite the more positive

rhetoric, nothing seemed to change. Apprehension has won out.

The Soviet union may be shifting its international stance on many fronts, bllt

so far .a.fghanistan is not among them. The pending accord on an intermediate-range

nuclear forces agreement, the various initiatives and the new posture h@re <'It the

United Nations, the release of some Soviet dissidents - all these thingB havf!l 9ivtrln

hope and weight to the concept of glasnost. 1\las, ho....ever, it does not extlllnd to

Afghanistan.
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The words of the Souiet. Union today, while soothing, give not a single

guarantee of changin4J wHey. '!'be SO'I1iet Ar.:;bassador talked of wanting Afghanistan

to be afr iendly country,. He said that. Soviet troops would not be long in

Afghanistan. ae talked wa.rmly of the Uni ted Nations peace pr<x:ess, to which tb~

Governments of both Afgbanistan and the Soviet Union are committed. Those are

words used as g·eductive tools of the diplomatic trade; words as intoxicants, to

give hope1 words as palliatives; but not words as truth.

The truth is that in that forlorn, ravaged country of Afghanistan the present

policies of the Soviet Union hark back, paradoxically and inexplicably, to those of

the days of stalin. Dialectical materialism may show a new and enlightened face to

the world, but it continues to show an old and brutal face to Afghanistan.

It is a matter of extreme disappointment that one of the areas - namely,

Afghanistan - that could give most credence to General Secretary Gorbachev's new

approach to international policy remains excluded from it.

Last February the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, in a

speech in New Delhi, said:

"The Canadian Government welcomed the very positive formulations

contained in General Secretary Gorbachev's Vladivostok speech on Pacific

~ecurity •.. hut a distinction must he made between an expression of intent on

the one hand and constructive action on the other. .•• Nothing would more

dramatically illustrate Mr. Gorbachev's determination to follow through on his

Vladivostok speech than a withdrawal from Afghanistan."

Not only are we nowhere near a withdrawal but, in a fashion which demonstrate

utter contempt for world opinion, events during this last year show that the

Soviets speak softly and carry the hammer of SUbjugation. The litany is plain for

all to see.
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withdrawal. Whether or: not they actually left, whether or not they were

replaced", is n;.ow irrelevant conjecture. What: is true", in:efutably trUQ,

ia that upwards of 110,000 SOlliet. troops rem.ain in Afg.hanistcIH\ prosQcuting their

occupation with savage force. Where is 9.:!~~~!::::'

"'Mrs. Astorga Gadea (Nicaragua) t Vice-President, took tJH~ Chair.

•
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At the beg inn Ing of this year, me Governlrtent of A~ghan istan trumpeted a

so-called 'POlicy of national reconciliation. It was a sham from t,1)e outset. The'Ce

never was a realistic possihility, on the term.s as announced, t..l1at the puppet.

regime in Kabul would share real power with tra,e representatives of the Afghan

people. Even if one accepted at face value the claim that between 60,000 and

70,000 Afghans have returned to their country - even, using the words of the

Ambassador of tne Soviet Union today, if one extended that to 90,000 - there remain

5 million political refugees outside. The Soviet union should ask itself~ If

their plan of national reconciliation is so fair, so appealing, so irresistible,

II/hy is it spurned by the huge majority of those who have fled?

Further, even if one accepted at face value that 1,700 to 1,800 villages now

have national-reconciliation committees, that still represents only 5 per cent of

the 31,000 villages in the country. National reconciliation is a Trojan horse

filled with SOviet soldiers and designed to defeat self-determination. Where is

glasnost?

Then we have the war itself. So aghast is the world at the carnage in Iran

Clnd Iraq that we tenc1 to overlook the carnage in Afghanistan. It is, in fact,

worse. More than a million Afghans have been killed or permanently disabled. That

represents fully 9 per cent of the popUlation since 1979, when the Soviets

initially invaded.

Since las t year I s debate on th is item, a ser ies of independen t and

au thor i ta tive repor ts have documen ted what can only be called a chronicle of

horrore in A.fghanistan. Researchers from the Gallup organization in Par<istan,

working in conjunction with the University of Geneva and funded from France and

Sweden, have just released preliminary findings of an in-depth survey of the AfghM

refugee population. These show that there are 3.15 million registered refugees in
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and 300 ,000 un:r~istetoo. Seventy-fi'J0 per Cil}:nt are

in soro~~ farm of

agricul tun=.! in Afghan.istan before war, 9 iv iog thiil 1 ie be the Sov iet

t'1at it is only a non:..adic popula.tion which has been uprooted Md

disinherited. The same survey estimates that, of the 1 TI1lillion dead and iHsabhd,

4b per cent were killed by aerial bon'lbardment, 33 ~r cent by bullet wounda,

12 pe.r cent by artillery and 3 per cent by personnel mines. Since 1979, casualties

have risen steadily, doubling in the last t .... o years as the war has increasingly

intensified.

From the Helsinki Watch Committee, at the beginning of 19B7, came the third in

a series of ["eports cataloguing the depridations in Afghanistan. Merllbers of the

General Assembly will remember that the first report was entitled "'fears, Blood and

Cries: Human Rights in Afghanistan") the second ""as entitled "To Die in

Afghanistan"J and this one is called "To Win the ChiliJren: Afghanistan's Other

War" • It is a blood-chilling document based on hundreds of first-hand accounts and

on testimony of the incredible toll taken of the children. One extract will

suffice:

"Children are among the most victimized. 'rhey are bombed in their

schools and during religious instruction in their mosques. 'fhey are burned

alive in locked rooms, their charred bodies unrecogn izable to their gr lev ing

parents. Village children are shot while fleeing to caves in the mountains or

en route to ["efuge in Pakistan or Iran. City children are spied upon and

u["ged to inform against their families and friend!!!. Children <lrE! trl!iin<lH~ ~!@

spies, saboteu["s and assassins. Nursing babies are taken from t.1)f!lir rnotlHH::U

in pr ison, never to be seen again."

•
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Amnesty International has released Cl study entitled "Afghanistan: Torture of

Political Prisoners". With scrupulous care and based on individual interviews and

testimony gathered and cross-checked from former political prisoners, Amnesty

International has come to the conclusion that torture in Afghanistan is widespread,

systematic and frequently carried out in the presence of Soviet personnel. I shall

not here read from the evidence nor detail first-person accounts. It is,

ca tegorically, an abomination. Afghan istan is not simply a coun try at waq by the

thousands its citizens suffer the agony of torture and the finality of

extra-jUdicial execu tion in a manner which bespeak 5 barbar i ty.

Finally, I have in my posession a report about to be released by the

Independent Counsel on In terna tional Human Righ ts, which deals wi th Afghan istan.

The Independent Counsel consists of lawyers from Sweden, the United States, the

United Kingdom and Malta, who have collectively years of experience, credibility

and scholarship in international and humanitarian law dealing with human rights,

refugees, armed conflict, mercenaries and all related matters which flow

therefrom. Their inquiry is, I think, unique. They have carefully assessed all of

the international law which could credibly be applied to the present situation in

Afghanistan. They have construed that law as narrowly as possible, so that no

measure of distortion or extremism could flaw their analysis. During January,

March, August and September of this year, the Independent Counsel or members of its

staff made prolonged trips to Pakistan, visited all the main refugee camps and

conducted hundreds of interviews, often on a random and spontaneous basis. All

interviews were taped so that all translations could be checked. The interviewing

tlllohni.que was aover SM ial, in order to el id t opin ions uncolour ed by sympa thetic

bia!!l. Interviews that were not regarded as trustworthy were discounted or
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Everything was t..l)el'l measured - I tna~r say in a \'Iery cautious and prud~'nt

t the of international law, is is what the Counsel fauna : Thet:e

been tl-Je victims of indiscriminate attacks and attacks by means of indhlcriminate

weapons, in violation of the laws of war and intern1litional human rightlll. There h

eIJ idence of massacr es of civil ians by Sov ht troops. Exte a-judicial execu Hans <!lirE!

uniformly carcied out, in direct defiance of international jurispeudence. Soviet

troops are not inhibited in their choice or use of weaponSt they use booby trapill

and explosive household objects as part of their ordinary arsenal, in blatl1lnt

violation of the most fundamental laws of wae. The war is being waged wi thou I:.

restraint on the civilian population of Afghanistan and the physical and rElligiouaI

steucture which suppor ts it. Unlawful attacks by Sov iet and DelOOcratic Republic of

Afghanistan forces on illegitimate targets are widespread and systematic. There is

substantial evidence to suppor t the allegation that the Deroceatic Republic of

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union have been pursuing policies aimed at the forced

depopulation of Afghanistan. There is a co-oedinated policy of forcibly

transferring children from Afghanistan to the USSR. There is evidence that the

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and the Soviet Union are involved in a complex

and prernedi ta ted attack on a tradi tional society and it!:'! value!1l and tha t the a ttti'tck

is being pressed at every level of social oeganizationt th€l villaglll, th~

agdcultural infrastructure, the religion, education, the childnm and h~alt.h and

life itself.

tnl¥HIDer s of theKAAD sooret

and 80\1 ie t of Heiah. Civil 1MB have

is a systematic pratice of torture ca'rrhd

, sometimes in the presence of doe
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Above all, and in away which tends to corroborate the terrifying spectri:;

raised last year - and many of .my fellow representatives will remember tha.t

extraordinary paragraph in the report of the United Na tions Special Rapper teu! fe

Afghanistan - th is repor t gays~

IIIn the view of the Independent Couns,el on International Human Rights, there

is consider able evid,ence that genocide has been commi tted against the Afghar

peopl e by the combin,ed forces of the DnA [Dem::>cr atic Republic of Afghan istar

and the Soviet Onioo".

In the name of Canada, I put all this on the record of the General Assembly

because Afghan is tan is an oft-forgotten war. wi th the exception of th is annual

debate, the insensate destruction of that country and its people receives very

little international attention.
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Sooiet !'last b~ Noo-ght torerogn ltl;~ tns. \: the s~h~ct!v~

application of glasllost, an appl tion which figut'liiltlvely <li.nd literally diminates

Afghanistan, is unacoeptable mt"h@!world co{il\munit·y. This 19 particularly t.r\le

because of the€!\1ents of the pas.tyear. Despi te all the public ptotes ta tions lllbou t

wa.'lting to withdraw, despi. all the stories of Sooi€!t soldiers ret:urning bat.tered

and mill imed to agr ieving homeland, or not retll.r fling la tall, des.pi tQ all tlH~ talk of

national reconciliation again here tod;iliy, thi1! war is more out of control than

/Ner. The mill tary engagemen ts now number 450 to 500 a man th ccmpan~d t-.o 300 to

350 in 1986, and they are double what they weee in 1984-1985. What is more, aB

/Neryone here knows, the sabotage within Pakistan proce~ds apace, an.d the bombing

of border refugee camps has reached unconscionable proportions.

What is worse is the extreme disapj;X)innnent which attended the last episode of

the proximity talks in Geneva in September. After all, the talks were requested by

the Government of Mghanistan, and the United Nations assumed, as did much of thl'!

international community, that an acceptable timetable for withdrawal would finallY

be put in place. Instead, the Soviet side make a so-called concession wbich was no

real concession at all, it served only to frustrate the process further.

We salute the patience and stoicism of the Government of Pakistan. Its

position is desper.ately difficult, yet it hangs in and copes with the largesl~

refugee population in the world. We salute the Afghan Mujahidin, their courage and

their new solidarity under unified leadership. It is almost unimaginable that they

have withstood the formidable Soviet juggernaut. But the tell is horrific.

Above all, we salu te the work of the Secretary-Gener a1 and thE'! Ul!le 0 f h 115 (}O<Jd

offices to attempt to affect a settlement. But of courg;e thllt (5(i)ttlement will

never come in a way that allows all the groups and people within Afghanhtan to

determine their own future until the Soviet regiments withdraw.
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In his report submitted last Septem,er, the Secretary-General states the

"On 29 JUI1e 1987, during an official visit to Moscow, I myself met with

General Secretary Mikhail S. Gorbachev, who expressed his strong support for

the United Nations diplomatic process and assured me that the main concern of

the SO'\!let Union was that Afghan istan shoUld have a neu tr al and independent

regime, not hostile to the sov iet Un ion nor indeed to any of ita neighbours.

The General Secretary expressed the expectation that a settlement would be

concluded as soon as IX>ssible. It (l-./42/600, par a. 9)

It is frankly beyond Canada to imagine how one builds a regime which is

neutral, independent and without hostility through terror, torture and war. It is

equally beyond Canada to know how a settlement can be concluded unless the soviets

leave Afgh an istan. That is the pre-condi tion of peace. That is the pr e-condi tion

of a new Government which will embrace the return with honour and safety of all its

people and will itself be representative of all its people.

Every year we adopt resolutions exhorting the soviet union to consecrate a

formula for settlement. This year, today, the Soviet Union asks us to accept

amendments to the traditional draft resolution which would skew the text, allowitig

for Soviet support and with it, presumably, consensus. What a wholesale betrayal

of the people of l-.fghanistan that would be~ the entire world co-opted in the

service of the destruction of a nation; no guarantee of Soviet troop withdrawal; no

gua.rantee of a free, independent and non-aligned Afghanistan; no more moral

preSSure and a.uthority from this the council of the world here assembled. Canada

will have no par t in those proposed amendmen tB.
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r (ep~<iit" every year we adopt nil'solutions altnortinq th~ soviet Union to

c,nnseC'l:at:e a. for~ula for set:tle~nt.. ~'very year we i-")lead for .m end t:o the

insanity. Every year we return wit.h the ",,'oros still ringing in our ears. Every

year 'we are greeted with prevarication, rationalh:ation and defianclL Every Y\!l15t

'<le try aga in, all of us. We are undeterre-..1.

If ever there were a test for glasnost it is Afghanistan. SO far the Soviet

Union has failed and is failing the t.est. Dare any of us hoP'9 that at this time

next year the cry of the dove will be heat:'d Over that scarred and anguishlltd l(jnd?

Mr. KASEMSRI (Thailand): The invasion and occupation af Afghanistan by

Soviet forces constitutes a gross violation of the fundamental norms and normal

practices govern ing rela tions among Sta tes. It viola tes the gen er ally acceph\~d

principles enshrined in the United Nations Charter and poses a s<:!r tous threat t.o

international peace and security. The situation in Afghanistan is therefore a

matter of gr ave concern to us all.

Almost eight years have elapsed and the situation in Afghanistan remains

unchanged. The illegal occupa tion of tha t hapless coun try can tinues despi ta t.he

fact that the General Assembly has adopted eight successive resolutions by an

overwhelming major i ty call ing for the immed ia te wi thdr awal of foreign troops from

Afghanistan and the urgent achievement oE a political solution.

The continued presence of foreign troops in AEghanistan is a den ial to I-he

Afghan people of their legitimate right to self-determination and has brought

widespread suffering to the Afghan people and tragic consequences to their

motherland. The prolonged war has already cost hundreds of thou(\;andB of 1 iv

Over 5 million Afghans, or nearly one third of the total population, hiilvE! n~d to

seek refuge in neighbouring Pakistan and Inm. About 2 million rrore AfqhlMHi. i:lire

displaced and uprooted wi th in the coun try itself. The war hag ledl al£w to

-
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destruction of agricultural infrastructure and crops, resulting in seriolls

shortages and hllnger. Human rights are being violated, with victims ranging fro;ifj

the aged to young children. This situation must not be allowed to continue.

The influx of over 5 million Afghan refugees into neighbour ing Pakistan and

Iran has indeed created a gigantic humanitarian problem for the two countries and

for the international community as a whole. Thailand, as a country of fir st refuge

for more th,an a quar ter of a mill ion Kampucheans and 0 ther lndo-Ch ioese refugees

and displaced persons, well appreciates the magnitude and dimension of the refugee

problem nOW confronting Pakistan and Iran. My delegation would therefore like to

pay a well-deserved tribute to them for the admirable humanitarianism they have

dhplayed in helping alleviate the plight of uprooted Afghans. My delegation also

wishes to express its profound appreciation to the donor countr ies and the vac ious

Unit,ed Neltions bodies and agencies, as well as other humanitarian organizations,

for their assistance and active support in this regard.
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for~ign or puppet forc~s in

ce:~cs,at:l0n demandooby the internati:cn<'il communit:~', as they c,onst:U1ute act,s of

""ielation of tbeso\fereignty aoo terrltorbl inteqritye,f Paldstem.

Thailand'SI o;;riewand positio:nregardi,ng the situation in Af(]hanistan b ....ell

koo~ :internationally. My Pt il'llilll Minister, When he addressed thh Assembly on

'1 OCtober 1987, reiterated Thailandl's position on the issue:

"The situation in A.fghanistan was Cl'Hl:S:EH'l hy the single-minded pursuit of.

unilateral goals on the part of one of the world's rnost powerful nation~i. 'fhe

problem can be resolved only on the basis of the relevant General ASHHllmhly

resolutions, which demand the total .... ithdrawal of foreign forces and the

exercise hy the Afghan people of their right to self-determination.

"The position of Thailand on these issues has been firm and COntElhltl1lnt.

Our position is based on the United Nations Charter and international law, and

is in harmony .... ith a majority Of the Member States." (A/42/PV. 28, e. 11)

Thailand is therefore insistent in its demand for the withdrawal of all

foreign troops from Afghanistan and is desirous of securing a comprehensive

political settlement of the prohlem. SUch a settlement should he hased on the

following elements: the immediate withdrawal of foreign troops1 the exercise of

self-determination by the A.fghan people 1 respect for the sovereignty, independence,

territorial integrity and non-aligned status of Afghanistani and the safe and

honourable return of the Afghan refugees to their motherland.

During his visit to Moscow in June this year, the secretary-General was

assured by General Secretary Mikhail S. Gorbachev of the Soviet UniO(I'!§ DttOng

support for the United Nations effort in d'ueflt of a 1'101ution to the IH'ghani!:'ltan
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problem. Thailand welcomes that development and perceives it hopefully as an

indication of better prospects for a peaceful settlement. However, my delegation

would like to stress that a just and durable solution to this problem cannot be

achieved through mere gestures or symbolic acts alone. Those directly concerned,

particularly the Soviet Onion, must show their sincerity and genuine desire for a

just and lasting solution to the prOblem. They can do this hy redouhling their

efforts to hring about an agreement on the total withdrawal of foreign forces

within the shortest possible time-frame. Solvinq the Afghanistan and other similar

problemfl in accordanc,e with relevant United Nations resolutions would be shining

testimony to the spirit of glasnost and the renewed confidence in the United

Nations ahility to a98i8t in the peaceful settlement of regional conflicts.

My delegation notes with appreciation the report of the Secretary-General on

the situation in Afghanistan, contained in document A/42/6UU. My delegation is

gratified to learn of the agreement on the implementation assistance scheme and of

finalization of the relevant provisions of a draft fourth instrument on

interrelationships. In that regard, my delegation would like to express its

support for the continuing efforts of the Secretary-General and his Personal

Representative. Thailand has consistently supported the Secretary-General's role

in behalf of the world community. During the general debate, my Prime Minister, if

I may auote him once again, assured the Assemhly that

"The Secretary-GenerAl ... enjoys Thailand's confidence and support in his

patient efforts to find peaceful solutions to tbese prohlems. My country is

always w111i.ng to as!'list in these efforts, any time, anyw'nere .... tAj47-.!'P'L1:.fb,

p. 101)
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draft resolution

the draft t~sollJt.ion provid('J,s ~ r(}<isontlble

s~ttl@l't~nt of th~ .~fgban.istan

The draft resolution fOCllS~S, among other things, on the hasic h'SUlil of

the p['<e;S'fmce of foreign troops in Afghanista.n aoo calls for their iml'l1edi~.t€l

10'1 It 1oo.ks forward to the return of the Afghan t('J,!:ugees to tbeir homes

in safety and with honour. I t reaffirms the right of t.he Afghan PElople to

determine their own form of government a.nd to choose their own eccmomic f pal! tloa1

and social system free from outside inter\1ention, sub\1@!rsloil, CO€lroicn or

constraint. It emphasi~es the cardinal principles of res~ct for th€l sov@r€:lignty"

independence and te.rr i torla1 integrity of nationsano, in this case, the

non-aligned status of Afghanistan.

It is my delegation· s firm conviction that only by strict obs~rvance of theme

principles by all nations big and small can a political settlement of the

Afghanistan problem be achieved. My delegation therefore wishes to urgt1l the

Assembly to adopt the draft resolution by an overwhelming margin .. in order to

underline once again the importance the international community attaches to the

underlying principles and to the pressing necessity of finding an urgent political

solution to this tragic problem.

Mr. McDOWELL (New Zealand): It is nearly a decade since the Soviet Union

invaded its small neighbour, Afghanistan. This is the eighth successive session at

which the General Assembly has had before it a draft resolution calling for the

immediate withdrawal of foreign troops. The continued failure of the Soviet union

to comply with th'ls call and its attempts to divert internationl'll attention from

its responsihility for the present situation in Afghanistan mu.t not hlind UR to

the issue of principle. The use of force in international r~lation~ is contr~ry to

Article 2 (4) of the Charter of this Organization. The violation of th~t b8~icDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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tenet of the united Nations is all the more. n~prehensible because it is the action

of a major Power, a permanent member of the Security Council. Small Member States

cannot but be concerned at the bllplications for their own independence and their

own sovereignty.

New Zealand appreciates the efforts of the Secretary-General, throuqh his

Personal Repr,esentativ€ for Afghanistan, Mr. Diego Cordol1ez, to seek a negotiateQ

settlement. We welcome the progress Mr. Cordovez has made in his painstaking

consultations since the thirty-ninth session of the Assembly. The

Secretary-General's report records noteworthy achievements in the agreements

reached on the implementation assistance scheme and on the mechanism through which

talks between the parties were held from 25 February to 9 March and 7 to

la September this year.

The vi~it to Afghanistan in ,July and August by the United Nations Special

Rapporteur for Human Rights, Mr. Ermacora, was, we hope, a step towards remedying

the existence there of violations of fundamental human rights. We trust that

co-operation will be further extended to the Special Rapporteur in order to ensure

that future missions have a comprehensil1e view of the situation in that country.

But progress on that one aspect of the issue has highlighted the fundamental

and continuing impediments to a political settlement. New Zealand shares the

Secretary-General's regret at the persistence of the gap between the positions of

the parties concerning the time-frame for troop withdrawal. We are also concerned

about the related auestion of the establishment and nature of the government which
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urqent need for a genuine dialog,h~

announced at the oft:.>-t is year

optimtsm. Such optimism has not been justified by subsequent event's, Without

progr ess and dialogue amonqst t.~,e l\fghans, the progress which the

Secretary-Generalis Personal Representative has made on other asp:<cts will not be:!!r

fruit. Accordingly, we welcome the offer by Mr. Cordovez to facilitatl\l

communication between l\fghan groups.

The need for a solution to the question of Afghanistan is obvlouli>. Apart from

the coo tinuing carnage and the damage wrought in Afgha.nistan itself, tJ1.ii'! conflict

is felt very directly in neighbouring countries through border incursions and t.he

strains which over four mill ion refugess have imposed on the social, eoonomic and

political fabric of their host countries. It threatens stability in the entire

South Asia region and it is a significant impediment to an improvement in the

general climate of international relations.

The deep concern of the whole in terna tional communi ty is eviden t from the

steady increase in the numbers of countries supporting the resolutions On

Afgh an is tan adopted by th is Assembly. It is impor tan t tha t the Assembly con Unues

firmly to demonstrate its rejeotion of the use of force in international

relations. New Zealand will again vote in favour of the draft resolution before

the Assembly. We urge other Members to do likewise and, most importantly, we urge

the Secretary-General and his Personal Representative to redouble their efforts to

bring an end to this tragic and bloody conflict.

MC YUSOF (M.alaysial: At the outset I should like t.o 8xpr€:!!!HI th~

appreciation of the Ma1aysian delegation to the Secretary-General for hi~ report. on

the situation in Afghanistan (A/42/600). We are convinced that thE! report cl(llarly

reflects the objeotive situation prevailing in that country.
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According to the repor-t, General Secretary MUc~ail Gorbachev of the Soviet

Union had expressed his strong support for the efforts of the United Nations to

solve the Afgn.anistan problem. He had assured the Secretary-~eneral that

Afghanistan should have a neutral and independent regime, neither hostile to the

soviet Union nor to its other neighbours.

My Government welcomes this affirmation of the role of the United NatiOns in

the search fora political solution in Afghanistan. All too often have nations

rejected the role of the United Nations. Not infrequently have the h6pes of the

victims of aggression or armed conflict been frustrated by vetoes in the Security

Council. It is therefore heartening to hear l'1r. Gorbachevl·s affirmation in

relation to Afghanistan.

It has been nine years since Soviet military forces intervened in Afghanistan

in support of a regime it had earlier installed in Kabul. During that period the

ma.sive and sophisticated Soviet military machines have not been able to provide

stability or security to the regime - much less to pacify the highly independent

and freedom-loving people of Afghanistan. The rifts created by the Soviet Union

have become so enormous. One gets the feeling that this adventurism has undermined

the very foundations of Soviet foreign policy - particularly those policies

pertaining to security and peace. The Soviet Union has had serious thoughts on the

ramifications of the history of Afghanistan and other neighbours upon their own.

They seem to realize the cynicism of their military actions.

In the light of these new thoughts, it is not surprising to note that

Mr. Gorbachev had tacitly admitted the Soviets' serious blunder in Afghanistan in

his speech at Vladivostok in July 1986. It would appear that all Afghans are the

tragic viotims of Soviet policies.
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Mr. Gorbachev, despite the admission of serious political error, this difficulty

exper ienced by the Secretary-General is !floot perplexing. We can only conclude that

the Soviet Union is unwilling to take the practical st'\1iP to withdraw its forces.

It is frighten Ing to note the t any permanent member of the Secuti ty Counc il, or any

super-P~er for that matter, would proffer and act in contradiction <\it: one and th\!!

same time.

The latest ploy has been that national reconciliation is t.aking place in

Afghan istan. If th is is so, is it not morE! plaus ible to in i tia te the wi thdrawt!l of

soviet forces? Is it not the inalienable right of all Afghans - in k~eping with

their history, traditions and honour - to exercise their self-determination free

from coercion or domination? Is it not the proper conduct 01' good neighbour ly

rela tions to allow Afghans to exercise the ir righ ts in a manner which would enable

them to stand tall in the world community? For national reconciliation to be truly

meaningful to all in Afghanistan, it can only be conducted in the absence of Sovi@lt

forces and in the presence of a United Nations supervisory force. As a

super-Power, as a permament member of the Securi ty Council and as a big neighbour,

the Soviet Union can make that happen. It can demonstrate to the world the meaning

of its pre-eminence.

As a Er iend of the Afghan people, my delega tion mak es th is appeal to the

Soviet Union to withdraw its occupation forces from Afghanistan at t.h@ Elli\lrliliHlt

practical time and to assist the Secretary-GenE:'u:al in every way to enabll!! th('1)

Afghan people to establish their national reconciliation. All Afgh~n$l mu~t haV<iJ

the free and unrestricted right to choose their owh government - indeed a o@utral
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and independent regime, neither hostile to the Soviet Union nor to its other

neighbours, as desired by lolr. Gorbachev and Members of the United Nations. Any

other imposition on Afghanista.n will not bring peace to that country - unless that

is the intention of the imposition.

My Government does not believe that Mr. Gorbachev wishes to perpetuate

instability in Afghanistan. His. leadership has demonstrated a strong desire to

occupy Cl position of responsibility in the search for international peace and

stability. He has manifested support for multilateralism on global issues and has

advocated a strong role for the United Nations in the resolution of international

conflicts. In Afghanistan, Mr. Gorbachev has the ideal opportunity to demonstrate

this fresh political thinking.

'rhe debateg in this Hall have established that the war in Afghanistan is a

major clestabilizing factor in Asia and in the world. It has torn apart the fabric

of the Afghan nation. It has brought about serious pressures on other neighbouring

State., especially on Pakistan, which has been forced to shelter and care for

millions of Afghan war refugees and victims of terror and repression. As a result,

Pakistanis own security has been severely threatened. Constant cross-border

provocations are aimed at intimidating Pakistan into accepting the Russian presence

in Afghanistan.

The General Assembly has repeatedly condemned the Soviet invasion. The

Assembly, through this debate and by voting for draft resolution A/42/L.16, must

Once again express its concern for the restoration of peace and independence in

Afghaniatan. Th@ United Nations has the responsibility of nn.nglng Cnls abOut. We

have the respon~ibility to ensure that the premise of the draft resolution is based

on acoepted principles of the United Nations Charter. In the discharge of this

re~pon8ibility, we are not motivated by anti-Soviet sentiments, nor do we ignore

the legitimate security interests of the Soviets. Our purpose is to put right
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a blatant ~rong f <to enable the ;people of Afgba'l'llstan to att'1l!in \!&l1uine

«cJi'i!·l:E-det:erminationand to re-"'H.tahlisb ~acQftll ooexistl!moe in 't.h~ {'~ion. In

effect.. we shall be :striving to prO"Jide a solid un€lqui\1ocal mandate for the

~'ret.ary....,.Generaltopursu,e his efforts to achieve a political solution to the

conflict in Afghanistan.

'The Secretary-General and his Personal RE'1Ipresent.ative deserv€! flat just. ,)Ut

gratit.ude, but our clear support for their untiring efforts to proil'Ote the

negotia tion El on the conclus ion of the in ternational instrumen ts for lEIettlGmen t.
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contribution to the peace process and for its patience and forbearance in the face

Afghanistan. We are sponsoring this draft resolution in the firm belief that it

contains important principles of the United Nations Charter which we all support

policyMr. AL-HOSSANI (Oman) (interpretation from Arabic): The

giving the draft resolution the overwhelming endorsement it deserves.

My delegation feels that draft resolution A/42/L.16 represents a balanced and

lnetablllty in the Bubtegion. We therefore call upon Member States to join us in

continuation of the present conflict; we are against the perpetuation of

will contribute to lasting peace and stability in Afghanistan. We are against the

Afghan refugees, who are forced to live in misery and despair.

and are convinced can be the only basis for a solution to the occupation of

The political and strategic dimensions of the war in Afghanistan are equalled

objective approach towards a just and peaceful settlement in Afghanistan. It

rules of international law, which enjoin respect for the territorial integrity

organizations, as well as donor countries, for their invaluable assistance to the

Committee of the Red Cross and Red Crescent and many other charitable

of my country is based on the principles of the United Nations Charter the

intolerable and unaccpetable to civilized societies. In its mitigation the offer

gratefUl to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the International

of material assistance is only Cl small solace. Even so, Malaysia is deeply

become victims. The suffering of Afghans both within and outside the country is

by the extent of its human tragedy. In the continuing conflict millions have

will encourage Pakistan. in its determination to contribute to a j tist and endur ing

settlement in Afghanistan.

of tremendous pressures.. We sincerely hope that the views expressed here today
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We also affirm our support for the Government of Pakistan and pay a

well-deserved tribute to it for the noble, humanitarian role it is playing at') hOfJt

My country sympathizes with the plight of the people of Afghanistan, who Ire

My country appreciates the constructive efforts of the Secretary-General and

'fhe etu::rent situation in Afghanistan isa violt.'llt3.on of those principlt.'H~. It

1eal

to millions of Afghan refugees, in spite of the circumstances and limited potential

his Personal Representative to bring about a comprehensive solution to the problem

it be otherwise bearing in mind- the numbers of those displaced, killed or wounded,

necessary goodwill to alleviate the sufferings of these people and respond to their

of this generous country.

sensitive region of the world.

just demands.

of Afghanistan, which is threatening international peace and security in that

based on the elements clearly defined in General Assembly resolution ES-6/2, of

tragedy, which continues without any gesture from those who should show the

is an attelnpt to impose a fait aocompli t ,,",'hich oannot be aocepted by any frQEl

live in freedom under a system of their own choosing? The world shamed by this

seriious efforts to arrive at a comprehensive solution to the problem of Afgh&nililttln

15 January 1980.

orphaned or widowed, or forced to flee their homeland, simply because they want to

people. The'l:efore , my delegation, like all delegations that believll!' in the right

suffering simply because they want to live in freedom and independence. How could

to a decent life, joins the majorit.y of the members of this Assembly in oalling for
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RecentlYJ myaeleqation did not hesitate to sponsor and suppOrt a draft

resolution on the sitiuation in Kampuchea, because we believe in the ..r ight of people

to a decent life. Today, we are taking a similar step and following the path

chosen by a large number of States represented in the Assembly by supporting the

draft resolution on the situation in Afghanistan and its implications for

international peace and secur i ty. We hope that the adoption of this draft

resolution will facilitate a peaceful settlement, in the interest of the people of

Afghanil5tan and their tranquillity and stability, the harmony and security of the

neighbouring countries, and international peace and security.

Mr •. MAKSIMO'J (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation

from Russian): Important changes are taking place in the political life of

Afghanistan at the present time. The Government of the Democratic Republic of

Afghanistan has firmly proclaimed a policy of national reconciliation and appealed

to all Afg.hans to observe a cease-fire and begin a dialogue so that peace and

harmony may reign in their suffering land.

A ca..refully planned programme of national reconciliation takes into account

the characteristic elements inherent in the socia-economic structure of Afghan

society and its national, cultural and religious traditions. The declaration on

national reconciliation reaffirmed by the Revolutionary Council of the Democratic

Republic of Afghanistan on 3 January 1987 proclaimed that the objective of the

policy of national reconciliation is peace throughout the country, the cessation of

the fratricidal war and bloodshed, the happiness of the people and the progress and

prosperity of the country. The Government of the Republic of Afghanistan is

actively carrying out a broad range of measures to ensure further democratization

of the society.
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Neatay l:Omoniths have el,apsed sinoe thea,doption of the Declaration on

D,a;ti:onal reconcia"::iati:on. DO:1:'1ng that'til'lle"t::he pollcy of national rec'onciliatio,n

has borne tangible'results. 'i'hroughpeaceful means, more than 1,600 villages have

be,enfreed" Recently, more than 30,000 armed mutineers have accepted thetrl!lCe

conditions and together with them 110,000 members of their families have return~d

to Cl life o'l peace. During that time tens of thousands of refugees have returned

to their homeland.

After the Declaration of the policy on national reconciliation, the leaders of

the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan undertook far-ranging measures, intlluding an

extension of the unilateral ceasefire until 15 January 1988, the declaration

regarding the establishment of a multiparty system within the country, and the

creation of coalition administrative bodies at all levels.

There is ha political persecution of those who formerly followed Cl different

political policy. There is implementation of universal amnesty for prisoners, as a

result of which more than 6,000 people have been freed from prison. The draft of

the new constitution for the country has been submitted for general popular

discussion and in it Islam is declared the religion of the people of Afghanistan.

,On 6 July 1987, the Afghan press published the law on poll tical parties

confirmed by the Presidium of the Revolutionary Council of the Democratic Republic

of Afghanistan. The parties may nominate candidates for election to organs of

State power and administration and may freely express their views on political,

social, economic and cultural' issues and they may publish their own publications.

This law is now being implemented.

In KabUl, 'lor example, according to press reports, it has become known th{;lt

clergymen are preparing to found the Islamic Party of Afghanistan. The Afghan

leadership is engaged in a search for compromise with other political forces,
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including the .rightwlng. The .Afghan Gollernment has declared its r.eadiness to

enter into contact/with all forces and c ircles that support national patr iotic

positions .. The ruling party, the Peoplets Democratic Party of Afghanistan, has

declared its readiness to share power with representatives of the opposition

with all national patriotic el,ements. The inclusion of opposition forces at

various levels of government is already taking place and is now moving upwards to

the level of Villages, districts, regions and provinces. The membership of the

Central GOvernment includes five ministers who had formerly worked in earlier

Right now Afghanistan is resolving the national problems that have accumulated

in the past few years. It is rendering assistance to more than 2 million nomads.

It is also giving assistance to refugees returning to their%homeland, and for this

purpose a special administration has been established in the country.

In resolving the land question, Afghanistan is taking into account the

interests of all land users and the traditions of land use. The development of

industry is based on the actual application of the policy of national

reconciliation. Assistance and support are being rendered to the pri~g~e sector

and mutually profitable relations are being set up between the State sector and

national entrepreneurs.

The commissions on national reconciliation Which are being established on all

levels from the centre to the provinces, regions and villages serve as an important

instrument for the implementation of the policy of national reconciliation. The

wor k of these 3,200 small and large commissions includes the participation of'

approximately 91,000 patriots, who support the stabilization of/the situation and

of peace in the country. Of them, approximately 6,000 are former representatives

of the opposition.
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more than 20 iillinistrieswith its partners inteconciliatlon including f if

necessary, the post of Chairman of theCou'rlcil of Ministers.

Toensute human rigbtsin A£ghanistao,l'JUfter the April revolution I!l'orechan

400 decrees, r:>egulat.ions and decisions were adopted. The flmdal!l'ental principles of

the Democratic Republ le of Afghanistan, whicf' form the provisional constitution of

the country, include all the basic provisions of international covenantse,n human

rights. They provide for respect for and compliance .... ith the national, historic,

cultural and religious traditions of the Afghan people. They also contain

provisions on the equality of all citizens, regardless of race, colour, sex,

language, religion, national or social origin. Article 28 of the principles

prOClaims that all Afghan citizens are ~qual before the law.

More and more levels and groups of the Afghan people are being ....on over to the

policy of national reconciliation and the achievement of a political settlement of

the situation around Afghanistan is more and more becoming a tangible reality.

In the course of the past year, significant progress has been noted in the

process of the Geneva negotiations. There has been a noticeable lessening of the

differences between the sides on the question of the timetable for the withdrawal

of the limited contingent of Soviet troops. All of this strengthens the hope for a

speedy achievement of a political settlement of the Afghan problem.

However, the path of implementation of the policy of national reconciliation

is still strewn with serious difficulties. The imperialist circles and local

reactionary forces are making desperate attempts to halt the process of

normalization of the situation in Afghanistan and are interfering in its internal

•
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affairs. There is no slackening of the military actions in the country. They are

now being carried out primarily by bands of mercenaries sent to Afghanistan by

extremist groups entrenched in neighbouring Pakistan.

After the beginning of the implementation of the reconciliation programme,

certain Western countries sharply stepped up their military assistance to these

groups. They supply them with modern 'iJeapons, including anti-aircraft missiles,

such as the Stinger and Blowpipe. As a result, civilians, including old people,

women and children, continue to perish. Favourable pr.e-conditions for successful

progress towards national reconciliation and the diffusing of the Afghan problem

are created by the policy carried out by the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and

the Soviet Union in their bilateral ties and on the international scene.

The General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, pointed out that national reconciliation in

Afghanistan was a matter of course, and exclusively for the Afghans themselves,

including those beyond its borders. What is needed here is dialogue, negotiations

and more trust between the opposing sides. In principle, the question of the

withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan has been resolved. We favour a

reduction in the withdrawal timetable. However, interference in the internal

affairs of Afghanistan must cease and guarantees must be given that it will not be

resumed.

The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR believes that the cessation of

.;i.rL~~x;(~rJUl.G.e:ln the internal affairs of Afghanistan and guarantees of its

non-resumption are indispensable conditions for a peaceful settlement of the

situation in the country·. We are in full agreement with the view of the Government
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that the process of negotiations in

of the policy of national recorlioiliat

will lead to a speedy politioal

and around it.

of

The interests of international pea·oe and secur i ty requi.re joint efforts to pUt

an end to any actions that might prolong the war and aggravate thill tl1llnsion. Of

course, if the Members of the' United Nations intend in the near future to achieve a

cessation of the destructive war in Afghanistan, to reject paths of military

so,lution, then they must makeo'hanges in the relevant resolution so that it can

effectively promote the ensuring of peace in the region.
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Such changes are indeed being sugge_steo. In the proposed amendments to the

draft resolution DeL."lOCratic Yemen and the Syrian At: ab Republic rightfully suggest

that along with an appeal for the withdrawal of foreign troops the draft resolution

include a new paragraph calling for strict observance of the principle of

non-interference in relation to Afghanistan. They propose also that a phrase be

added welcoming the progress at the Geneva talks.

We attach great importance to the letter from the Minister for Foreign Affairs

of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, Mr. Abdul Wakil, stating that the

inclusion of those provisions in the draft resolution would enable all the parties

concerned, inclUding the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, to support the draft

resolution. This constructive position of the Government of the Democratic

Republic of Afghanistan is convincing testimony to its desire for a political

settlement of the Afghan question and to its active and helpful participation in

the preparation of a balanced draft resolution that could actually be implemented.

On the other hand, the sub-amendments proposed by Pakistan attest to a lack of

desire in certain well-known circles, first and foremost in Pakistan, to achieve a

just solution to the Afghan question in general and to the question of the

withdrawal of Soviet troops in particular.

The delegation of the Byelrussian SSR favours the continuance of constructive

efforts to reach a mutually acceptable solution and a decision that would open the

way to the speedy, just settlement of the Afghan question.

Mr. RANA (Nepal): As the General Assembly meets once again to review the

situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security,

my delega.tion is conscious of some important developments in or related to

Afghanistan since the Assembly considered the question last year.
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unfl.a99ing endeavcoursof :the.

pis Pe:tSQnal Rep+;5ls.E!iota:l:.ive to achieve a n~otlat:ed

sett.tle~ent Afgh<;in p,roblellh Weibave taiten appreciative note of the prolonged

businesslike negot.iations conducted in Geneva through the g<>od offices of the

Secretary-General between the parties concerned. More significantly, we note thi!lt

diifferences concerning the time-fnul1e for 't.he withdrawal of all foreign forces from

Afgbanist,an have been considerably narrowed, although, t:tnfortunately, not. as yet

bridged. My delegation is not unaware that over the past year or so new efforts

have been undertaken in Afghanistan aimed at achieving national reconciliation in a

soeiety torn apart by eight years of searing confllct. The recent proposal made

from this very rostrum for a possible peace-keeping role for the United Nations

following the withdrawal of all foreign forces from that beleaguered land has,

similarly, not escaped our attention. To this list must be added new elements of

dynamism and flexibility recently manifested across a wide spectrum of Soviet

initiatives pertaining to international peace and security.

These are certainly new, noteworthy and even encouraging developments. Yet my

delegation does not see a change on the ground in Afghanistan, where the basics are

concerned. I refer to the hard fact that nearly one third of the entire population

of Afghanistan, voting as it were with their feet, have taken shelter in refugee

camps in neighbouring Iran and Pakistan. My delegation·s continuing anxiety over

the situation in Afghanistan has reference also to the equally bitter reality of

the prolonged presence of more than 100,000 foreign troops in that country. Our

sense of unease and disquiet over the situation in Afghanistan is linked equally to

the fact that death and destruction have replaced caracul and dried fruit among

Afghanistan's better-known features. Most of all, however, Nepal is particularly

perturbed over the ser ious implications of the fact that Cl super-Power which hellI.
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a special responsibility under the Unit'ed Nations Charter for the maintenance of

international peace and security should be the internventionist Power in

Afghanistan. Clearly, this fact raises the possibility of wider escalation of the

conflict in terms of both destruction and, alas, extension into neighbouring

regions.

My country's position on-the situation in Afghanistan has been spelt out

clearly from this rostrum on seven previous occasions. It is a position of

principle based on universally _accepted norms of inter-State behaviour, not on

prejudices or fluctuating political exigencies. It is, of course, conditioned also

by oU.r humanitar ian concern over the plight of the brave Afghan people, with whom

Nepal has traditionally had friendly relations. Finally, it is also moulded by

Nepalls unshakeable conviction that small States, especially those on the periphery

of militarily stronger Powers, have as much right as any other States to live in an

environment of stable peace. This explains why Nepal has always opposed foreign

intervention and occupation wherever and whenever it has taken place, in whatever

form and on whatever excuse.

On this occasion my delegation wishes to express its solidarity with and

support for the Afghan people, and our deep appreciation to all States, especially

Pakistan and Iran, and humanitarian relief institutions that have responded so well

in meeting the urgent relief and rehabilitation needs of millions of Afghan

refugees. It is our hope that they will continue to respond generously until all

Afghan refugees return home in honour and safety.

It is because of these considerations that Nepal is, as always, ready to

Bupport any negotiated settlement of the Afghanistan problem that secures the

unoonditional withdrawal of all foreign forces from Afghanistan, ensures the right

of all Afghans to determine their own political destiny freely, without any outside

interferenoe or coercion, respects the sovereignty, territorial integrity and
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sta't.us of Afghanist.anand creates an enviro~nt favourable to the

.bluntary return of all Afghan refugees in dignity and safety.

It 15 precisely for these reasons that Nepal is honoured to be a sponsor of

draft resolution A/42/L.16, now before the Assembly. In our view, it oontains all

the eh!'ments necessary to bring about a peaceful settlement of the Afghan problem.

:It is our hope, therefore, that it will be adopted by the General Assembly by an

overwhelming majority.

x_
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Mr. PITARKA (Albania): For the ninth time since the Soviet aggression

against Afghanistan on 25 September 1979, the General Assembly is considering the

situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and

security. The aggression co~nitted against Afghanistan by the Soviet social

imperialists has been condemned by all of world public opinion as a grave crime

against the freedom and independence of the people of a sovereign country and as a

threat to peace and security in the region and beyond.

The debate on this item at the current session of the General Assembly is

proof of the' concern aroused by the ongoing Soviet occupation of Afghanistan among

the entire international community and the great importance the latter attaches to

this issue. A number of representatives have spoken about the agony and suffering

the aggressive war and occupation continue to inflict on the Afghan people, and

about the grave consequences they entail not only for the Afghan people but also

for neighbouring peoples, which besides the heavy economic burden of providing for

the Afghan refugees are also subject to military provocations and the systematic

violation of their territorial integrity. The peoples of the world, progressive

world public opinion, and every honest individual have ra~sed their voices and are

doing so ever more powerfully, demanding that the occupying soviet troops be

immeidately and completely withdrawn and that the Soviet Union put an end to all

aggressive activity and intecvention against Afghanistan and neighbouring countries.

Facts bear witness to the fact that the situation in Afghanistan remains

grave. Throughout the period since the last session of the General Assembly, while

Soviet propaganda has unremittingly continued to make a fuss about Moscow's

"r.adineBB~ and "willingness" to solve the problem through negotiations, the

occupying Soviet troops have continually intensified their efforts by force of arms

to ~uppress the armed resistance of the Afghan people. The period saw an

escalation in the scope and intensity of military operations and a consistent
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incrrease in the arsenal of arms used in those operations. Co"ns&quently t thollsands

()f civilians, especially w'Q(lirleen and children, have been killed or woundOO.

The abundance of tactics and operations employed to intimidate and suppress

'the Afghan people was lately enr iched with "gifts" for innocent Afghan children:

1booby~trapped toy-shaped bombs have been widely introduced in various regions

inhabited by Afghans.

All this has resulted also in a steep rise over t.he past year in the number of

iAfghan refugees forced to abandon their ancestral homes and set out on the road of

emigration in search of refuge. As they persist in tneir crimes, the Soviet

occupiers cynically continue to trumpet the stale farcical allegation that they

~ere invited into Afghanistan as saviours and peace-keepers. But that absurd claim

has long been refuted, first and foremost by the very armed resistance of the

Afghan people aimed at driVing the Soviet aggressors out of their country,

resistance that is eloquent proof of the fact that the Afghan people have never

reconciled themselves to Soviet occupation and domination.

In the face of the resolute armed resistance of the Afghan people and

patriots, and of the condemnation by freedorr~loving peoples and countries of the

aggression against Afghanistan, the Soviet occupiers are relying ever more on a

so-called peaceful settlement of the Afghan problem. The deceitful proposals

cooked up in Moscow and served in Kabul on the so-called national reconciliation

and truce in Afghanistan and the loud trumpeting of the "withdrawal" of several

Soviet regiments from the country are nothing but new political manoeuvres aimed at

consolidating by other means and in different ways Soviet occupation and domination

and the position of the Kabul Government. These are markEilted by Mo£iCOW for

propaganda consumption and are being used 8S diplomatic capital to eraiHciilte the

bad image as aggressors and ivaders it has incurred for it!1l:elf aoong Elovereign
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peoples and countries and world public opinion as a whole. Moreover, the Soviet

leadership is endeavouring to conceal its old intention to expand its hegemony into

new areas and regions of the world under the cover of demagoguery and the "peaceful

guise" of the so-called new political thinking.

In addition, by putting forward its deceitful proposal for a political

solution - "national reconciliation" to be realized through the creation of a

coalition government with the participation of all Afghan political forces - Moscow

is trying to paint the occupation and the patriotic resistance in the colours of a

civil war among opposing forces in the country. In that way Moscow can show itself

off as an external auxiliary factor, invited to be present to help resolve national

discord and contradictions. Moreover, its eagerness to ensure that the Kabul

rigime gets the green light to enter negotiations to be held under the auspices of

the United Nations or allegedly to fix a time-frame for the removal from Afghan

territory of the occupying troops are in the same way part and parcel of those

tactical demagogic"manoeuvres.

The delegation of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania has on more than

one occasion voiced its opinion in this Assembly that the tragedy the Afghan people

is living through is a consequence also of the severe rivalry between the

super-Powers for spheres of influence and world hegemony. We also hold that the

"sympathy" and "concern" of the United States and its alleged support for the

Afghans against the Soviet occupiers are prompted by selfish imperialist motives

and should therefore deceive no one, least of all the Afghan people who from their

worri~s the United States of America and other imperialist Powers is not their

suffering and fate but the imperialist ambitions of those Powers. The United

Stdtes of America itself is an enemy of the freedom and independence of peoples and

has itself committed and continues to commit aggression.
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Itfs not difficaltto B~e that in the case of Afghanistan United States

ialism is 'preoocupi~dfirst and forelllilO·st with th~ SoviG!t Union 1 B pt!netration

expansionist intent.ions in the region and in other strategic regions wh@!re the

tJ:nited States of America has its own hegemonistic aims. In addition, it continues

to strive to take advantage of the Soviet aggression against Afghanistan to show

itself off as a "champion of peace" in order to divert the attention of sovereign

countries and peoples from its aggressive expansionist policies and activithl11!5 in

v,arious regions of the wor Id.

But the brave Afghan people are determined to take their problems into their

own hands and decide for themselves the fate of their country. A piece of

supporting evidence of that is their armed liberation struggle against the Soviet

occupiers, which is the only way they can win national independence and freltldom.

The brave actions of Afghan patriots against the occupying forces and their tools

in the regions of Kabul, Kandahar, Herat, Pakti8, Nangarhar and elsewhere in

Afghanistan, the heavy human and material losses they have inflicted upon the

occupiers, and the constant growth of the people's resistance covering every inch

of the country's territory constitute the most eloquent rebuttal the Afghan people

offer to the aggressor's every claim, political and military tactic or action.
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We are of the opinion that the only correct solution to the Afghan question is

the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all the occupying Soviet troops. The

Soviet Union and every other imperialist Po.....er should cease efforts to interfere in

the internal affairs of the Afghan people or to impose upon them regimes

unacceptable to them. The Afghan people should be left free to act and decide

their national issues for themselves. The resolute support and solidarity given by

the peoples and the whole of progressive .....orld opinion to the Afghan people in

their struggle serves, to the same degree, all freedom-loving peoples and countries

in their struggle against the aggressive and hegemonistic schemes of the

super-Powers and the other imper ialist Po.....ers, and in their efforts to defend their

national independence and freedom and international peace and security.

The Albanian delegation deems it necessary to reiterate once more from this

rostrum that the Albanian people and their Government ..... ill continue to condemn the

Soviet aggression against Afghanistan, and to extend their solidarity and resolute

support to the Afghan people in their struggle for their just cause, which will

undOUbtedly triumph.

Mr. SIDDIKY (Bangladesh): A few days ago I had the privilege of meeting

with aome Afghan freedom fighters. They were remarkable in the simplicity of their

behaviour and the sturdiness of their resolve. They did not dilate at length on

abstract concepts of sovereignty. They merely wanted their freedom. I had no

doubt in my mind that they would soon obtain it for themselves, and glory as well.

But why must these people and their compatriots confront death to obtain

.....hich
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comprises several element.s. There is, first, 'thf!'! fierce,

being carried of which areexacethatoo

ion 6f the fundament.al

occurred in

In the resultingiples of the

foreign milit.ary presence.

million people have perished. The past few months have witnessed

intense fighting in the provinces. Konar, Paktia, Nangarhar, Kandahar, Itondult;

Herat • overwhelming it:'y of the world public has blessed the legitimate

aspirations of the brave freedom fighters.

Secondly, the situation has led to the displacement of a vast populac\;l within

and be90nd Afghanistan. Nearly 5 million Afghans have sought shelter abroad. Motl

have been forced to leave their own homes and villages and roam the country. 'rhllltlil}

will be a manifold increase in the miseries of the homeless in the weeks ahead,

when the cold winter snow shrouds the land.

Thirdly - and this is a pleasing thought - the tragedy has generated deep

sympathy n the international community. The Government and people of Pakistan are

willing and generous hosts to 3 million Afghans. Many have also found welcoming

homes in the Islamic Republic of Iran and other countries. The hosts deserve our

thanks. Our gratitude is also due to other donors, the United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees, the International Committee of the Red Cross and the

World Food Programme for the colossal support they have rendered to the Afghans.*

*Mr. Matos Proen9a (Portugal), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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Obviously, any possible solution of this issue must take into account these

elements. Foreign troops must withdraw within the shortest possible time-frame.

The atmosphere must be made conducive to the return of the victims of the Afghan

diaspora to their homes in safety and honour. We must ensure that such a tragedy

does not recur, and that the Afghanistan of the future is sovereign, independent

and non-aligned. It is my delegation's belief that the draft resolution under

consideration takes note of these factors. That is why Bangladesh has sponsored it.

It is surely not enough that the draft resolution be adopted. It must also be

complied with in spirit and content. We urge the parties so to do. Some recent

actions of major global Powers on certain issues have generated an ambience of

hope. Let the Afghan people also partake of this new and burgeoning sense of

optimism. Let this growing feeling pervade everywhere, be it Turtle Bay in New

York, Red Square in Moscow or the streets of Kandahar.

Bangladesh joins others in expressing sincere appreciation of the efforts in

this respect of the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and we commend

those of his Personal Representative, Mr. Diego Cordovez.

we welcome the progress in the talks in Geneva so far, but let us not lose

sight. of the fact that the core problem is the presence on Afghan soil of foreign

troops. For the Geneva talks to succeed, therefore, the sine qua non is the

immediate provision of a short time-frame for their withdrawal.

There is a lesson to be learnt from Afghanistan for all of us. No nation

which loves freedom can be easily crushed. Bangladesh's policy in supporting the

draft resolution is in consonance with our oft-stated aims. We shOUld like to see

all nations free to pursue their own dest1ny.

And in Afghanistan we would like to hear once again that paean of praise to

the Almighty emanate unfettered from mosques and minarets, and reverberate through

the hills: "Allahu Akbarl" - God is great~
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Mr. ZAPOTOCKY (Ca.ecnoslovakia) (interpretation from Russian) t The

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, guided by the principles of its peace-loving

foreign policy, follows all world affairs with g.reat inter!Qst, including all thos'll'l

initiatives whose objective is the preservation and str'engthening of peace,

security and comprehensive co-operation between peoples. We haVE! been following

with scrupulous attention the development of events in various nagions oftl1l!l

world, for experience teaches us that regional hotbeds of tension can quickly grow

into a global conflict, with tragic consequences.
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We therefore note with satisfaction the positive changes and measures recently

adopted by the Government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan in the inter'est

of the process of norn>.alization of the situation around Afghanistan. The policy of

national reconciliation proclaimed and consistently carried out by the leadership

of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan since the beginning of this year is

creating conditions for a jus.t and lasting settlement of all issues relating to the

development of the Republic in the future and its relations with the other

countries of South-West Asia.

'rhe Government of Afghanistan has carried out a wide range of initiatives and

adopted measures whose objective is to ensure peace and security in the country,

carry out negotiations and achieve agreement with the armed opposition, the Afghan

organizations and individuals beyond the borders of the country, and, on the basis

of a broad coalition, begin building a new, independent, sovereign Afghanistan

carrying out a policy of non-alignment.

On 15 January this year, units of the People's Army of the Democratic RepUblic

of Afghanistan and a limited contingent of Soviet troops began a unilateral

cease-fire. 'I'he Commission of National Reconciliation, whose membership inCludes

representatives of the country's leadership, Islamic circles, the intelligentsia,

nationalities and tribes, and outstanding figures in the country, is carrying on

negotiations about reconciliation with armed opposition groups. Material and other

conditions are being created for the Afghan refugees returning home from abroad, to

enable them to become an organic part of the life of the country. A general

amnesty has been declared and put into effect. A law regarding the legalization of

a nUmbtH of political parties has been adopted. The draft of the new constitution

§ubmitted for general discussion proclaims the Islamic character of the country,

reaffirms its non-alignment, traditional spiritual values and the structure of
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local and oentral goverl'Ultent. Tne' revalut.ionary leat'lers:l'1ip has taken major

pr:actical step'.s to establish a coalit~o·n '~o·v-"'."'."'''''.. £>.'n..''". 'r" """... ~ "" .. ",,"''''' "- .. ne uo'V'ernment has set: up a

scructure for the pr ivat,e sector and isestabl.ishing mutually beneficial

ccroperat,iQn with it and, in so doing, is creating cbnditions for its further

gr:owth.

The large-scale programme of nationial reconcU.iation encompasses all CleH'llHHlS

and strata of the Afghan population~ It gives each Afghan the possibility of

genuinely fUll-fledged participation and the true r~ght to decide his own present

and future and the political, social and economic development of his country.

We are convinced that, in present conditions in Afghanistan, the policy of

national reconciliation is the sole means to overcome existing problems. 'rhere is

no alternative to it. The correctness of this view is attested to by the results

achieved from the beginning of this year in the implementation of the policy of

national reconciliation. Therefore, Czechoslovakia welcomes the policy and fully

supports its implementation.

However, both within Afghanistan and on the international scene, there are at

work forces which, for various reasons, do not see, or do not wish to see, those

fundamental positive changes taking place in Afghan society. They deliberately do

not notice how the approach of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan to resolving

its own affairs and the situation regarding the country as a whole is changing.

They reject all that is positive and, 'in their own political, economic and

ideological interests, continue to engage in political interference in the internal

affairs of a sovereign state - the Democratic Republic of Afghani!!itan.

Some of those forces not only support the existence of dubious groups thi!llt can

hardly be distinguished from terrorist organizations, but also supply them with

modern weapons and give them financial, material and structural Iilupport. Thl1iY
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describe their policy as a democratic means of reaching a decision. They

continually cause tension and an atmosphere of hysteria and mistrust and worsen the

international situation in the region. They use their economic and political power

to drag many States, which until recently were still dependent,. into a campaign

against the progressive development of Afghanistan,. a development whose objective!

as in a number of other developing countries! is the elimination of feudal

backwardness and the building of a modern, independent State.

There are still countries members of the United Nations that annually vote for

resolutions calling for,. inter alia, the immediate withdrawal of all foreign troops

from Afghanistan. However, those same countries,. through their behaviour and

refusal to accept the concept of national reconciliation in Afghanistan, torpedo

the most appropriate means of creating conditions in which that demand can be

fulfilled. An inalienable, integral part of a political settlement of the

.ituation around Afghanistan are the Geneva consultations between Afghanistan and

Pakistan, which are taking place under the aegis of the United Nations. In this

connection, we appreciate the patient attitude and unflagging interest of the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar,. with regard to the

Afghanistan-Pakistan dialogue, and the tireless mediation efforts of his Personal

Representative, Mr. Diego Cordovez,. who is promoting a gradual rapprochement of the

positions of the two sides.

CzeChoslovakia! like the other members of the United Nations,. welcomes those

negotiations and is sincerely concerned to see that they culminate successfully in

thl1l adoption and signing of treaty documents creating a framework for resolution of

the que.tion at the regional level. In the interest of the speedy achievement of

that objective and in view of the complexity of the matter! we propose that the

Geneva consultations be raised to the level of direct negotiations and that their
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Since the draft resolution does not reflect the positive efforts of the

interests of the Afghan people and of international peace.
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bee::orpanrled so that yet. another

i la removal from the Assembly I s agenda.. It can only be regretted that the

Afghanistan as one of the hotbeds of tension. Their acting thus is counter to the

cannot vote for it.

support. Those who reject it are clearly conveying their interest in preserving

Government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan to settle the situation, and

contains a one-sided interpretation of the situation, the Czechoslovak delegation

If those efforts were met with understandin9j still ,more States might bl'J! able to

constructive approach of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan has not received

arrogate to themselves the right to interfere in the situation around Afghanistan.,

consensus and for a settlement of the so-called Afghan question, which w'ou1d l1Hl1an

fl10te for draft. resolution A/42/L~16. That would create conditions for a 9 radue11

~.ar tic Ipale.
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We believe that the step taken by several non-aligned States to balance the

one-sided draft resolution is corr:ect. We support the proposals of the delegations

of Democratic Yemen and the Syrian Arab Republic which, in our: view, reflect this

realistic and constructive approacn. The adoption of these amendments could lead

to a shift in the right direction in resolving this question.

vHth regard to the sub-amendments by Pakistani we believe that they exclude

the possibility of such a shift because they are aimed at further imbalance and

one-sidedness in the draft cesolution. We should like to believe that the

delegation of Pakistan would once again ponder this question and not insist on its

proposal.

Therefoc8 1 we call on all States Members of the United Nations simultaneously

to unify their efforts l show sufficient reasonableness and political

far-sightedness, and make way for and support national reconciliation in the

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and a political settlement of the situation

around that country. Only with the unification of those two processes can we

ensure what world public opinion so ardently desires, namely, the elimination of

yet another hotbed of international tension and a general improvement of the

international atmosphere.

Mr. RAMAKER (Netherlands): When the Soviet M.inister for Foreign Affairs,

Mr. Shevardnadze, addressed the Assembly a little over six weeks ago he spoke about

the process of change - perestroika - going on in his country Which, in his words,

is more than a strictly domestic affair of the Soviet Union. Perestroika was

relevant for the Soviet Union's domestic as well as foreign policies.

The debate on the issue we are discussing today, "The situation in Afghanistan

and its implications for international peace and security" I provides an opportunity

to reflect for a moment on the practical meaning of these words in relation to the
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ises: Has ~~~~2!!!. yet changed the fate of

of occupied Afghanistant or w

viol!Emce and terror continue?

it do so in the near futl.H:e, or will

the Soviet Union draw the

from its ill-fated policy on Afghanistan that has resulted in so many

innocent victims and irreplaceable.losses therefore,rundamt'mtally chao9El its

poJ,Jcy?

Unfortunately, looking at the f,acts so far we cannot but observe that

A.fghanistan is still occupied by over 110,000 Soviet troops. Between 1979 - the

year of the Soviet invasion - and 1987 are eight. years of tremendous suffer ing by

the great majority of the Afghan people. Millions left their homes and fled the

country in search of shelter from the war that ravages it. More than 5 million

refugees are now living temporarily in Pakistan and Iran. What we see are

bloodshed, deliberate destruction, hunger, disease, violation of human rights and a

total disruption of the economy in Afghanistan. What we observe is the

continuation of heavy attacks, bombardments and cross-border raids from Afghanistan

into neighbouring States, particularly Pakistan. What we see is Cl tenacious and

aUdacious resistance: Afghan freedom fighters who, bearing testimony to the Afghan

people's traditional fierce attachment to their independence, have managed to keep

large parts of the country outside the effective control of the occupier and the

regime the Soviet Union has put in place in Kabul.

In this context, allow me to quote Mr. Shevardnadze and ask what he meant when

he said the following in his statement to the General Assembly:

"It is now becoming increasingly clear that the Afghans themselves are able to

decide the future of their own country and indeed are doing so. 'rhi~ n@w

encouraging trend is in keeping with our sincere desire to withdraw Soviet

forces from Afghanistan as soon as possible, and in this we arel m@eting with

t.he full understanding of the Afghan leadership." (A/42!PV. 9, p .. 18)
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Unfortunately, the Afghan people have not yet been given back the opportunity

to decide the future of their own country, and there is as yet no withdrawal of

Soviet troop.s from Afghanistan in sight, not even an agreement on an acceptable aQd

irrevocable timetable. The latest report of the Secretary-General makes cleal; that

an agreement on such a timetable will be of paramount importance for a solution.

The General Assembly, for the eighth time, now urges the Soviet Union to withdraw

its troops immedi.ately. Proposals for withdrawal in a period of 18 or 16 months

are thus not even close to the expressed wish of the great major i ty of the

international community assembled in this Hall.

An agreed settlement of the conflict, inclUding a timetable for the speedy

withdrawal of the Soviet troops, will not merely provide a good basis for national

reconciliation. It is more than that: it is a necessary prerequisite for it - not

the other way round.

We therefore once again urge the Soviet Union and the authorities in Kabul to

agree to a speedy withdrawal of the Soviet troops according to a fixed timetable,

so that the settlement plan which has been so carefully worked out under the

auspices of the United Nations can be implemented. The reconciliation process will

then have its necessary basis to build upon, leading, we hope, to a truly free,

democratic, independent and non-aligned State which, with the help of the

international community, will, it is hoped, soon be able to recover from the

devastating consequences of eight years of an unprovoked and unwarranted war.

Allow me to conclude by paying tribute to the United Nations High Commissioner

for IlefugeliHJ, the International Com.'7li ttee of the Red Cross, other international

agencies and the countries of refuge, all trying to alleviate the situation of the

Afghan people in and around Afghanistan. My delegation also wishes to reiterate

its firm support for the Secretary-General and his Personal Representative,
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L,ssoe where what is meant by strengthening the role of the Unit~ Naticnttl anQ th.e

s~ect"etar:y-Gener:al in solving regional problems can be shown,

the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
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Mr. KANE (t"fauritania) (interpretation from French): When, on

14 January 1980, the General Asserobly adopted by a large majority its resolution

E8-6/2, on the situation which had just been created in Afghanistan, it expressed

the grave conCern of the international cOfrJllunity at the potential risk which

foreign intervention in the internal affairs of an independent, sovereign,

non-aligned State posed for the region as a whole. In supporting that resolution,

~-1al1ritania demonstrated its concern for and solidarity with the brother Muslim

Afghan people, to whose fate it could not remain indifferent.

Eight years have elapsed since then and the tragedy and sufferings of that

friendly brother people have not abated; quite the contrary. However, from the

outset the overwhelming majority of the international community strongly deplored

that situation and defined the conditions which could bring peace, security and

understanding to that country, thus averting the torment of a protracted conflict

in that region with all the attendant suffering and destruction.

Those conditions are: respect for the sovereignty, territorial integrity,

pOlitical independence and non-aligned status of Afghanistan; the cessation of all

outside interference in that country's internal affairs; the immediate,

unconditional and total withdrawal of foreign troops; and an invitation to all

interested parties to help bring about the conditions necessary for the voluntary

return to their homes of all Afghan refugees.

Those four crucial elements in a just and lasting settlement of the crisis

situation in Afghanistan remain valid because, although they have been adopted and

constantly repeated in subsequent resolutions, the Afghan people, far from having

thB peace and security they desire, continue to live a tragedy that affects their

daily lives, their country and their relations with the people of neighbouring

countr iEHl.
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Thus. from the outset of that crisis lh'1int-errupted W<liVeS of c'e'fugts>es have

continued t_o crowd into n~ighbourinq countries, where, despite the 10c-a1 solidarity

ot peoples, they create serious economic, social Md political problems. Their

prolonged pr eSence in refugee camps, quite apar t from the accompanying problems of

insB.'1itary and overcrowded conditions, constitutes a very heavy burden for those

countries, W'hich, nevertheless do their duty admirably and show humane solidarity.

My country fully recognizes the sacrifices moade by the peoples and Governments of

those States in supporting the cause of another people in diffiCUlty. We also W'ish

to take this opportunity to welcome the generous con tr ibu tions made by the Oni ted

Nations High Commissioner Eor Refugees (UNRCR), the Red Cross and Red Crescent

SOcieties, non-governmental organizations and sister States to relieve the

s uEfer ing 0 f those refugees.

The tragedy of the Afghan people and the situation prevailing in Afghanistan

continue to be of concern to the international community. The united Nations

Secretary-General, in particular, W'ho has been involved in this question since the

outbreak of the crisis, has made commendahle efforts to finding a solution to the

conflict. My Government welcomes the fact that, thanks to his dedicat~ed, discreet

and effective action, talkS have taken place among the parties concerned on finding

an acceptable compromise which may enable the country to choose the form of

Government it wishes to have freely and without outside interference.

The hopes raised over a year ago by the announcement of the withdrawal of

certain foreign troops have not been fulfilled. The promises of domestic

reConciliation have come up against t~e continued presence of foreign troops.

There continue to be just as many refugees in neighbouring countries. Despite a

certain measure of progress in the Geneva talks, the settlement of the crisiEl

continues to face an obstacle course. Mauritania is convinced that only the total,
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uncondi tional and effective withdrawal of all foreign troops will enable the Afgha.",

people to exercise its inalienable right to self-determination and attain effective

national reconciliation. Therefore, as in past years, it will support the draft

resolution on this issue.

t>\r. BAGBENI AOElTa NZENGEYA (Zaire) (interpretation from French): The

delegation of Zaire has given careful consideration to the situation in Afghanistan

and its implications for international peace and security. It followed with

gpecial attention the talks held from 25 February to 9 March 1987 and from 7 to

la September 19B1 in Geneva beb,.,reen officials of Pakistan and Afghanistan. It is

clear from those talks that the positions of the two Governments on the withdrawal

of foreign troops from Afghanistan are still far from converging. This matter has

political, military and strategic implications for both parties and it would seem

to be essen tial to adopt new appr oaches so as to br idge the gap between the two

Governments, bearing in mind that the withdrawal of foreign troops from J:\fghanistan

is:! the essential pre-condition of the peacefUl, comprehensive settlement of the

situation in Afghanistan. That is the price that must be paid to preserve

Afghanistan's sovereignty, territorial integrity, political independence and

non-aligned status.

f-ly delega tion believes that the inalienable r igh t of all peoples to choose

their own form of government and their own economic, poli tical and social system

without any kind of interference, subversion, coercion or constraint from outside

must be guar anteed in the case of the Afghan people, which is the victim of foreign

IH'Tnelt'! int~cv@nt.ion on its territory.

Last year thete was a glimmer of hope when, on 28 July 1986, the Soviet

Governmemt announced in Vladivostok its decision that by the end of 19B6 six
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re'gixE.ents wit.h equipment and weapons 'Would be repatriated from Afgbanisti\lo. 'I'base

'lliz.:wdlld be. specifically, ooatauk regiment, two ll1otor i zoo infant.ry regil't\ents and

mlt'ee anti-aircraft regiments. which ....ere to return to their permanent bases in

&z.:wiJIiet. Union before the end of the year.

My delegation's question in this connection is whether those six regiments

;s.a\.ve in fact left Afghan terr itory, because two fundaMental steps have to be taken

bejfore a comprehensive settlement can take place. First, the arrangel1\ents

",e-cessary to ensure the effective implementation of the coolprehensivE! settlement of

thl? question must be made. Secondly, thece must be common agreement on a fixed

ti]llle-frame for the withdrawal of all foreign troops stationed in Afghanistan.

'rhe Personal Representative of the Secretary-General, ~1r. Diego Cordovez, has

SF';3ired no effort in trying to resolve those two important questions. To this end

hE' has undertaken several missions to Islamabad, Kabul, Tehran and the Headquarters

of the Organization, while the Secretary-General himself has travelled to Moscow

and Washington to meet the two designated guarantors of the comprehensive

set:tlement of the question.
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!4y delegation "'ishes to convey its appreciation and encouragement to the

SecretarY-General, the results of whose missions of good offices and mediation

appear to indicate that the process of negotiations on a comprehensive settlement

of the question has reached an advanced stage. The formulation of the

international instrUl'1lents in connection with that settlement is progressing

satisfactorily, especially since the Afghans themselves face the need to begin

considering the way to ensure the reunification of the Afghan nation, which is a

prerequisite for the prompt and effective implementation of the settlement.

In that context, the relevant provisions of the draft fourth instrument on

interrelationships which provides for a consultative procedure with the assistance

of the Secretary-Generalis representative, have been completed. Similarly, the

operational aspects have been set out in a memorandum of understanding that will

enter into force at the same time as the instruments constituting the settlement.

In approving that memorandum, the two Governments decided that the provisions

should be can ied out by the Secretary-General as part of his mission of good

office5.

Unfortunately, the progress made in this area does not extend to the

time-frame for the withdrawal of foreign troops or the related matter of the

voluntary repatriation of Afghan refugees.

My delegation therefore believes that efforts to achieve that negotiated

settlement can lead to peace in Afghanistan, national reconciliation and the

reincorporation and resettlement of Afghan refugees, and can make it possible for

the Afghan people to determine its own future.

On the basis of these objective elements, my delegation decided to join in

sponsoring draft resolution A/42/L.l6, which is now before the Assembly for

adoption along with the sub-amendments proposed by the delegation of Pakistan. In

doing so rny delegation wished to encourage the Governments of Pakistan and
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political settlement of the question of Afghanistan are the ending of military

occupation through the immediate, unconditional withdrawal of foreign forces from

the territoiy of that occupied land and full respect for the sovereignty, political

independence and territorial integrity of Afghanistan. Occupation and invaSion

must never be permitted to achieve any gains on the pretext of a political

We reaffirm our basic conviction that the main pre-conditions of a just,

settlement.

territorial integrity of States and a commitment by States to good-neighbourliness.

Organization and maintain international peace, security and stability.

accordance with the principles of the Charter and the norms of international law,

the purpose0of Which is to preserve the rights of States Members of the

Bahrain supports the just, peaceful settlement of all regional conflicts in

invasion and occupation and require full respect for the sovereignty and

'M-.. B k~ ... ' •\ ..~ .ag...."I'U "delto N~enq~yal li!,aice)

interested parties in Afghanistan on

belief is based on the principles of the United Nations Charter that prohibit

has repeatedly stated its firm belief that in their international relations States

internal affairs of other States on any pretext whatsoever. Accordingly, Bahrain

should act inconformity with those fundamental principles of foreign policy. That

territorial integrity of any State, foreign occupation and interference in the

threat or use of f6rceagail1st the national sovereignty, political independence and

Bahrainl s approach to international relations is consistent opposition to the

cbe toeV'eryeffo-rtto reach political solution in keeping with

t.he provisions of present draft resolution, the immediate withdra'Wal of foreign

troops from A'l:ghanistan heinga pre-condition of the achievement of that objective.

Mc .AL-'SHAI<AR (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic): One element of
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The General Assembly has been discussing the question of Afghanistan for eight

years, ever since the invasion and ol=cupation of that country by the forces of a

neighbour ing super-Power. Tho.se foreign forces remain there, while the struggling

people of Afghanistan continues to fight for freedom and political independence.

The situation in Afghanistan is a source of concern and sadness. In spite of the

numerous resolutions adopted by the General Assembly since 1980, the most recent of

which waS resolution 42/33, of 5 November 1986, the Afghan people is still deprived

of the ability to choose its own Government or determine its own political system

free from any foreign interference or pressure.

My delegation has carefully studied the report of the Secretary-General

(A/42/600) of 29 September 1987. We have taken note of the progress made last year

in the negotiations, with the good offices of the Secretary-General, on a peaceful,

comprehensive settlement of the question. Unfortunately, these fell short of

achieving the comprehensive settlement that is so long overdue. We regret that the

latest round of proximity talks between the parties concerned, which were held in

Geneva last September with a view to achieving national reconciliation, were

inconclusive. The parties have been unable so far to overcome the difficulties

obstructing the just, comprehensive political solution of the problem of

Afghanistan outlined by the General Assembly in its resolutions since 1980. In

those resolutions the General Assembly called for the immediate withdrawal of

foreign troops from Afghanistan and for the preservation of Afghanistan's

sovereignty, territorial integrity, political independence and non-aligned

character. It also reaffirmed the right of the Afghan people to determine its own

form of government and its own economic, political and social system free from

outside intervention. It called upon all parties concerned to work for the urgent

aohievement of a political solution to the question of Afghanistan and requested

the!! Seoretary-General to continue his efforts to promote such a solution.
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I should like here on beba.lfof the delegation of Bahrain to pay atr ibute to

tn·ett tireless efforts and contacts wit:h offkialsof the parties concerned in the

rounds of talks to illlplel1llent arrangements aillled at a p,elllceful settlement of the

question of Afghanistan and reach agreement On a time-fram€! for the w'ithdtawal of

th,e foreign forces.

In his report to the General Assembly the Secretary-General has affirmed till}

need to take bold and decisive steps of national reconciliation to ensure that the

settlement commands the support of all segments of the Afghan people where all

Afghans can express their right to self-determination. We once again affirm our

basic conviction that the Geneva and other talks on finding a political solution to

the question of Afghanistan cannot achieve the desired objectives unless there is

total respect for the rights of the Afghan people - its inalienable right to

self~determinationand to the free choice of its own future, inclUding its own

appropriate political regime and economic approach, .... ithout any foreign

intervention or coercion of any kind. Only .... ith the restoration can Afghanistan

once again become a free, independent, neutral and non-aligned country.

We are hopeful that the Secretary-General and his Personal Representative .... ill

in the near futur~ be able, in co-operation with the parties concerned, to overcome

the remaining obstacles to the realization of a just settlement and putting an end

to the suffering and the plight of millions of Afghans who have been forced to flee

their homes and country and live in exile in neighbouring countries, whose

hospitality and generosity refl·ect the values of Isla'1!fiand itfi; n,oble princ ana

ideals.

Given our sense of responsibility and deep faith in the lofty Izlallt;ic vCllue~

fulland in the principles of the United Nations we declare feolm this rogtrutll our

solidarity with the people of Afghanistan in its struqgle for fLeedo~ and
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independence. We. should like to affirm at the same time Bahrain's support for that

people's just struggle for eight years to put an end to the occupation of its land

and alleviate the suffering of the refugees outside their homeland.

To this end my country has j,oined in sponsoring draft resolution A/42/L.l6.

We hope that its adoption by the General Assembly will express the international

community's general and complete support for the restoration to the Afghan people

of their inalienable rights to freedom, self-determination and the preservation of

their country's independent and non-aligned Islamic character, free from any

foreign interference or coercion, and also expedite progress in settling this

important issue which, if left unresolved, will undermine international peace and

security.

Mr. CISTERNAS (Chile) (interpretation from Spanish): The enormous task

of representatives who have heard, with different shades of meaning, a repetition

of the same central idea on the issue of Afghanistan will not deprive our words of

the certain sense of tragedy they must necessarily have.

At this stage in our debate brevity would be in order, but we must emphasize

the grave importance of the events that are taking place in that region today,

events which lead us to take two basic stands here: the first, to bring a

complaint, the second, to pay a tribute.

Today we will not go into greater detail about the flagrant violation by the

soviet authorities of the principles of international law embodied in the United

N.ilJtJ.,nt\.$ .ch.arrJ>J~. For them non-intervention in internal affairs, self-determination

of people. and non-USe of force are theoretical expressions which can be

successfUlly opposed by force of arms. Let us simply mention the cruel decision to

trample upon a country by violating its borders, devastating its cities and
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countryside and eliminating it.s legitimate authorities in order to i1Ilp<;lse a

totalitarian ideology enslaving a people through the brutal and over""helming

pre:s~nce of 110,000 fUlly armed soldiers.

The artful massive attack, which has created lilmost 5 111<111ion refugees,

approximately one third of Afghanistan's populat.ion, \\\la&; also intended to achieve

the subjection of its youth and children psychologically and physically through Uu=

villainous deceit of the "humanitarian policy of national reconciliation".

We wish to join in the heartfelt statements of well-known personalitioiis from

var ious countr ies who, in shock, have been able to validate report.g of the

existence of brightly coloured camouflaged mines which imitate object. that attraot

children and explode when children touch them, convinced that they are only dealing

with innocent toys.

It is difficult to conceive of the human spirit being so evil and calculating

in order to commit such an atrocity. Today there are hundreds of Afghan children

and young people who have been blinded and are now liVing in despair. This

behaviour is revealing of the senseless paths men can follow in the service of

evil. It is a living and painful example of the distorted truth of the

totalitarianism that today is stifling Afghanistan.

The international community cannot distance itself from these moving facts; it

cannot remain insensitive to their cruelty.

The Soviet Union's invasion of the territory of Afghanistan almost a decade

ago, planned and executed by vastly superior armies in number and training, has

however not been an easy operation. The youth of AfghaniBtan, remembering pmrhap.

that the name of their country means "Land of freedom", have decided to 5tand up to

the invader - which possesses an enormous and efficient ITlilitar:y machine - with

meagre and even primitive means as their only last-ditch defence.
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We recall here the freedom fighters.

It is to that people and that youth that we pay tribute today. We extend to

them our fraternal and heartfelt greetings. Taking a heroic stand that ennobles

them, they ha',e set aside ideals and dreams to offer hard combat to the implacable

invader that has destroyed their families and levelled their towns and universities

and ia attempting to demolish their culture and religion by imposing alien forms or

by forcing them to flee for their lives.

The problems the Soviet presence has brought to Afghanistan are not ending or

disappearing, nor can that presence be sanctioned with the passing of time. The

problems are being compounded and spread because the acts of depredation continue.

'rhe number of refugees fleeing into Pakistan is beyond belief.

We cannot here ignore the interests of the Moscow leadership not only in

SUbjecting a people but also in eliminating what is most important to it: its

culture. The authorities imposed by the occupying force have distorted the age-old

values of this people, replacing them with meaningless practices and norms which

the people reject or treat with disdain. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan must

ceaS8i the enormous damage caused must be undone and the population of that country

must be allowed to exercise its right to self-determination without further delay

or Bubte rfuge.

When the Foreign Minister of Afghanistan himself, in this forum, acknowledges

the existence of Afghan refugees in Pakistan and Iran and explains that they have

received confusing and erroneous information about the domestic situation in their

country, and that same representative admits to the presence of Soviet regiments in

Afghan territory, describing it as limited and saying it is dwindling, one can

clearly see the origin, the political orientation and the real direction of the

Kabul Government and the role of the Soviet Union in it.
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The PRESIDENT: I shall now ca.ll on tbo!:'l~ reprasentativeswho wish

speak in exercise of the right of reply.

May I remind members that, in accordance with General AS!IH!:l\'lbly decision

34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutei5 f?or

the first intervention and to five minutes for the second and should be IlUilde by

delegations from their seats.

Mr. KHAN (Pakistan): The statement made this morning in the nal1\eof

Afghanistan was filled with abUSE! and slander against my country clOd my Governmeht

which is not worthy of response. But I wish to address certain false <Hill!HU~t16ruII

made in that statement which need to be exposed for the r('!Jcord.

The first and foremost is the set of assertions relating to so-called outside

interference. It has been unabashedly stated once again that the over 100,000

Soviet troops entered Afghanistan on invitation to help in rebUffing outside

interference. The myth of such an invitation was rejected by the world community

when it was first contrived to provide a post-facto justification for the Soviet

military intervention eight years ago. It remains equally discredited today.

Indeed, the tragic consequences of the military intervention have served to

highlight its illegality and brutality. One may ask, when these over 100,000

foreign troops descended on Afghanistan where did they go and what did they do?

They did not proceed to the southern borders of Afghanistan to defend it against a

so-called and imaginary ~ggression, but concentrated in Kabul to dilillodge th@!

" f th d The. f1' rst repo.·rts emanating. from the I\fg. han capital weIe of thereg1me 0 e ay.

assassination of the then President and the installation of a new pUpp(!lt regim@.

One may ask, where are these foreign troops stationed now7 According to Mr. Najib,
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they are operating in 18 of the 30 provinces of Afghanistan. Indeed, these foreign

troqpa are e.ngaged regl.ll.arly, year after year, in relentless military operations ill

an attempt to liquidate the Afghan resistance, which is indigenous and has spread

throughout the length and breadth of the country.

More can be said about the real source of aggression. Throughout history,

refuge~s have taken shelter away from the direction of the aggressor. If Pakistan

were to be the aggressor, as the statement attempts to argue, Pakistan would not

have had 3 million refugees seeking shelter on its soil. The location of the

A.fghan refugees undoubtedly indicates the direction of the aggression.

The only foreign presence in Afghanistan is that of the Soviet forces, and it

is the Afghan nationalists who have launched a freedom struggle against the

occupation of their country. The Afghan people refuse to be SUbjugated by the

onslaughts of a foreign army. Their struggle is just; they have the right to carry

it on by all means, and they deserve international support. The Afghans living in

exile and the Afghan emigres, who include intelligentsia and prominent Afghan

personalities, have all of them, without exception, with one voice lamented the

occupation of their country and the suffering of the Afghan nation under foreign

military SUbjugation.

The second set of assertions relates to refugees: that they have left their

country on account of malicious propaganda by world imperialism, that they are

living in inhuman conditions in Pakistan and that Pakistan is preventing them from

returning. The tragedy of Afghanistan is of staggering proportions and a measure

ot" it ill; ctle Ci:lct: cl'1at ortCl' Chi.N of b~"", ~.1... t-jOJ.l h-"l.s: .f.lQQ the country. Over

3 million Afghans are in Pakistan. They face a life of exile and deprivation.

They suffer hardship, but it is the inhuman conditions of foreign occupation and

the ravages of the conflict resulting from it that have forced them to leave their
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These conditions cconttuue to persist in Afghani~tanand so does th{\! refugQll\l

influx into Pakistan. We continue to receive refugees f.rom all O\fet" Afghanistan.

Last March, when the province of Kunduz in the north was subjected t.o harsh

mili tary reprisals, thousands of Afghanstrek.ked hundreds of miles to SEH~k. safety

in P.akistan. The Afghan refugees refuse to return to Afghanistan unless the

conditions which drove them away are changed. This requires the termination of the

foreign military intervention. The United Nations and other international agencies

and impartial observers can asert.ain the facts for themselves. The Afghan refugee

camps are open and many international humanitarian agencies operate there to

provide relief.
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The third Set of assertions related to the so-called programme of national

reconciliation and the allegations that Pakistan \l(as obstructing its progress. 'The

Afghan resistance, the refugees and pro,minent Afghans all over the world have

rejected Kabul's national reconciliation. They rightly maintain that

reconciliation cannot materialize under conditions of foreign occupation. It is

strange that the Kabul regime, which is Seen by the Afghans as puppets sustained by

a foreign army, which has maligned the resistance as handits and

counter-revolutionaries for nearly seven years. should now expect the Afghan people

and the resistance to rally round it and accept its leadership in response to

promises of national reconciliation. It is equally astonishing that the Kabul

regime expects this national reconciliation to materialize under the patronage and

protection of foreign forces.

The farce of national reconciliation is exposed by the brutal fact that,

throughout the summer, Afghanistan was once again subjected to intensified military

operations involving foreign forces. The aim of those operations, which wreaked

destruction in several provinces and major cities, was to consolidate the control

of the puppet regime. KabUl's national reconciliation seeks the same objective,

but the puppet regime continues to depend on the foreign forces for its survival as

it dirl earlier. It thus remains devoid of legitimacy and discredited in the eyes

of the Afghan people.

The fourth set of assertions relates to the Geneva negotiations to mislead

international opinion. Kahul's statement attributed progress at Geneva to its own

initiatives, proposals and flexih1lity. The actua1 position, howevar, is

different. Kahul's initiatives and proposals are no more than manoeuvres to avoid

the iSSUE! of the time-frame for withdrawal.
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iSvailable. Since then, new auestions have been raised by Kahul to avoid the

time-frame issue. Ontil now, the situation has: not Changed. At the last GeneVa

round, Pakistan was willing to continue with the n,egotiations for as 101\9 tUIWli\S

necessary in order to finalize the time-frame issue, but the otl'ter side stalled and

had no interest in carrying the talks for...ard.

In fact, the Kabul statement is disturbing in its reference to the Geneva

talks as it impinges on the integrated nature of the settlement being negotiated at

Geneva and the agreed pr inciple calling for the simultaneous implementation of 1ts

component parts, namely, the four instruments, the texts of which have been

elaborated and which await the provision of a short time-frame for: finalization.

The ohjective evaluation of the Afghanistan situation is found in the

decisions and resolutions of the international community, which clearly identify

the Soviet military intervention as the root cause of the Afghanistan problem.

This military intervention is not only a violation of international principles: it

has produced one of the darkest tragedies of our times.

Mr.ROSHAN-RAWAAN (Afghanistan): I have asked to speak to clarify some

points raised by the representative of the military regime of Islamabad. Once

again, as in previous years, that delegation has tried to portray the presence of

the limited military contingent of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan as the only

cause for the situation prevailing in and around my country. The fact is that

interference in the internal affairs of my country began long b@fore the GovlHl'lIlllent

of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan - on the basis of a trea.ty of friendship,

co-operation and good neighhourliness with the Soviet Union, and in accordtlinc(!l with

the Charter of the Oni ted Nations - invited the limited mil i tary contingent of the

Soviet union to assist us.
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(Mr. Roshan-Rawaan,
Afghanistan)

In this connection, I should li\ice to remind my colleague from Pakistan that.,

months before we made the decision to reauest the assistance of our northern

neighbour, a high-ranking delegation of my country I/isi ted Islamabad to discuss the

thr.eats posed to the sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence of my

country as a result of interference by Pakistan in the internal affairs of

Afghanistan.

The position portrayed today by the delegation of Pakistan added no new

element 1n this regard and I think it is now clear to the international community,

after eight years, that the root cause of the situation prevailing in South-West

Asia is interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan from abroad, but mainly

from Pakistan. The invitation to the soviet Union to dispatch the limited military

contingent to Afghanistan was the result of this interference in our internal

affairs.

In a campaign of distortion of the truth, which has unfortunately been the

practice of my colleagues from Pakistan for some years, they misquoted the

secretary-General of the People's Democratic RepUblic of Afghanistan and the

President of the Revolutionary Council of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan as

if he had said that the limited military contingent of the Soviet Union was

operating in 17 provinces in my country, which is not the case. They are not

engaged in any military activities. They are there to assist our people and our

armed forces to repel any threat posed from abroad to the territorial integrity,

Sovereignty and independence of my country.

Once again, the ~elegation of Pakistan attempted to speak on behalf of the

Afghan refugees ahroad. In fact, they said that the refugees do not want to return

to their homeland. If that is the case, then one might ask why the Government of

P8kistan refused to accept a delegation from the national commission for
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(Hr. Foshan-Rawaan,
Af9h an is tan)

..,hy do we hear Pakistan talking in !:his Assembly on bMalf of the n'Ifugltles? If

only rule is to provide humani tar ian ass istance, r think they should allow the

refugees to speak for themselves and not arrogate to t.hemselves tl,e right to say on

their behalf that they reject the policy of natibnal reconciliation or do not wish

to return to Afghanistan.

1 no not think I have to dwell on !:he policy of national reconciliation

itself, because it is very clear. on !:he o!:her hand, the reason that the

delegation of Pakistan tried once again to assert that. it is not going to work

shows its hostility and enmity towards this programme - this humane programme,

which is the only alternative to war I bloodshed, tears and destruction in

Afghan is tan.
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(Mr. Roshan-Rawaan,
Afghanistan)

I am surprised that the delegation of Pakistan should also have spoken about

casualties and deaths. I think one must ask which forces are responsible for all

those casualties a.nd are fanning this undeclared war against Afghanistan? Which

country· 5 territory is being used as the main springboard for aggression against

the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan? I believe that, no matter how many

Crocodile tears are shed in the General Assembly over the fate of Afghanistan they

cannot hide the fact that the Government in Islamabad is directly responsible, as

the main conduit for weapons and the main springboard for aggression against

Afghanistan, for the suffer lng of the Afghan people.

I should like also to shed some light on the question of negotiations, which

was also touched upon by the representative of Pakistan. We have always kept our

word regarding the understanding that details of the negotiations would be regarded

as conf idential. That pledge has been broken many t~mes by the delegation of

Pakistan, particularly in this Hall. Today, they also referred to what happened in

1984. Let me clarify that point. Whatever happened in 1984 was the result of the

fact that, at the negotiating table, the delegation of Pakistan was trying to put

the cart before the horse. It wanted to discuss the question of the withdrawal of

troops fiest, and their predence, as I have said, was the result of interference;

it was not th~ cause of the situation that prevails. And eventually, as a result

of our logic, our reasoning, our arguments, the delegation of Pakistan agreed that

we should discuss all four documents constituting the political settlement of the
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(MC•. Roshan-Rawaan ,
~hanist.an)

I should st.ress that. the first doc~n't to reaohthe levC'ill ot virtual

,\-""-''Wl!J'.!.II:!!\;..ion at which it n()\;i stands was that on mutualr·elatlOn$lt Ila:rticularly

interference and non-intervention.

Bear ing all this in mind, I think that what was .:Ulserted by my colleaguQ from

Pakistan does not hold water. There is no truth in it.

The meeting rose at9.2S p.m •.

'------ tIIII
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